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Abstract 

This study has been set out to focus on the attitude of instructors and technical 
assistants towards their performance eva luation with reference to Hawassa University. 
In order to accomplish the study, basic questions on their attitude towards the purpose, 
administration, face-to-face evaluation, students ', col leagues', and department heads' 
evaluation, and the effectiveness of the evaluation instruments/forms have been raised 
to be answered . 

Descriptive survey method was employed to conduct the research. One sample t-test, 
one-way ANOVA, and mean comparisons were also used in the analysis. The study 
found out that instructors and technical assistants showed positive attitude towards 
such aspects as the purpose, administration, face-to-face evaluation. Moreover, the 
respondents demonstrated favorable attitude towards students' and colleagues ' 
evaluation. In addition, the assessors included in students', colleagues' and department 
heads' rating instruments were perceived as appropriate, useful, and applicable by 
respondents. However, they showed negative attitude towards department heads' 
evaluation . 

Furthermore, Significant attitudinal variation among respondents towards the purpose of 
eva luation, students' evaluation and department heads' evaluations by qualifications 
were also the findings of the study. There were also significant attitudinal variation 
among respondents toward s the administration of the evaluation and towards 
colleagues eva luation by teaching experiences. 

Finally, based on the findings of the study, the following recommendatiuns were 
forwarded: 

• Faculties/colleges should provide adequate orientation to students about the 
purpose of faculty teaching performance evaluation. 

• Faculties/colleges should arrange training program to instructors and technical 
assistants on the purpose and administraiion of faculiy teaching performance 
evaluation. 

• Faculties/colleges should continuous ly revise the assessors of the faculty rating 
instruments and include some standard open-ended questions that invite the 
evaluators to offer suggestions for improvement. 

• Training to department heads, about how to make effective evaluation , should 
be given and items concerning the academic aspect shouid be included in the 
department heads' rating forms. 

• Face-to-face evaluation should be applied so that instructors can get timely 
feedback about their strength and weaknesses from students. 

• Comprehensive research should be done at a national level by the MOE in 
collaboration with the universities of the country. 

VI 



CHAPTER ONE 

1. THE PROBLEM AND ITS APPROACH 

1.1. Background of the Study J 
Performance evaluation is the process of identifying, eva luating and developing the 
work performance of employees in the organization, so that organizational goals and 
objectives are more effectively achieved, while at the same time benefiting employees' 
in terms of recognition, receiving feedback, catering for work needs and offering ca reer 
guidance (CCH, 1981 :2). It includes formal system of periodic review and evaluation of 
employee's job performance to achieve organizational goa ls and objectives. In this 
regard, instructor evaluation is the periodic review and eva luation of an instructor in the 
teaching-learning process to real ize the attainment of educational goals and objectives. 

Evaluation is important at al l levels of education for two major reasons: for effective 
ach ievement of ed ucational objectives and for making administrative decisions such as 
pay, promotion and retention (Hussein and Neville , 1994:6015). According to Tulle and 
Murray (cited in Atsede, 1991: 14) , university instructors are subject to evaluation of 
professional competence. In addition, the resu lts of these evaluations are used with 
respect to retention, promotion , or dismissal of the teaching staff. Therefore, it seems 
logical that, all university instructors must understand its purpose and implement its 
procedures correctly and consistently. 

In universities and co lleges, evaluating instructors' performance provides the knowledge 
and understanding that directs improved teach ing and learning. According to the 
document of the Ministry of Education (1 994), teachers' performance evaluation has the 
following major objectives: 

a. to provide better educational opportunity, salary increment, prornotion and 
reward for effective teachers; 

b. to identify inefficient teachers and arrange in-service training to help them 
minimize their weaknesses: 
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c. to take proper measures on teachers who do not improve after taking in-service 
training ; and 

d. to ensure the attainment of educational objectives. 

An effective performance evaluation process for professionals should be designed and 
implemented to provide recognition and support for effective performance; and it is used 
as a critical component of motivation, attracting top skills and preventing turnover 
(Newman and Hendricks, 19804). In order to measure effective performance, the 
assessors in the rating forms must be very strong to generate accurate and objective 
evidence. Otherwise, as Melaku (1992: 174) concluded, teachers perceived their level of 
satisfaction with the assessors to be far below from what has been expected. Therefore, 
it would be possible to expect that instructors will be uncooperative and unresponsive to 
evaluation system that is unable to provide objective and accurate performance data. 

In order to be effective, the evaluation system must have the support of all members of 
the university. Accord ing to Gordon (1986:224), all instructors of universities must 
understand the purpose of evaluat ion and implement its procedures correctly and 
consistently. Th erefore , universities should institute formal evaluation procedures that 
encourage positive attitudes. Therefore , administrators and instructors should view 
evaluation as useful, objective, fair and understand its purpose. However, as to Neal 
(cited in Wossenu, 2005: 13), instructors and administrators have differences of 
perception about the purpose of the evaluation system . Instructors viewed evaluation for 
making personnel decisions; where as administrators considered it as a faculty 
development process. These differences of opinion about the purpose of evaluation 
would bring about problems of communication and cooperation . 

In Ethiopia , eva luation of university instructor's performance has been carried out by 
students, colleagues (peers), and department heads. No matter the evaluator or 
evaluatees are; the evaluation process should be perceived by both as fair, objective, 
and comprehensive. From this one can conclude tflat , if the instructor perceived the 
evaluation system as invalid, biased or subjective, his/her contribution to the attainment 
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of educational objectives wi ll be negatively affected. 

However, literatures show that, many educators and scholars have differences of 
opinion about students' , colleagues' , and department heads' evaluation of instructors' 
performance: some in favor and others against. In the same way, university instructors, 
themselves, who are being evaluated by their students, colleagues, and department 
heads developed either positive or negative attitude towards the current faculty teaching 
performance evaluation system. 

Therefore, the rationale behind this study is to examine these different views and 
attitudes of instructors and technical assistants at the university level. Studying 
instructors' and technical assistants' views and attitudes regarding their performance 
evaluation in universities is usefu l in order to identify its appropriateness, usefulness, 
and applicability and examine additional sources that may be included to make the 
instructional process effective. 

1.2. Statement of the Problem 

The main reason to rely on eva luation of teaching and learning is that it lays the basis 
for recognition and reward for good teach ing (Assefa , 1999). On the other hand, good 
teaching demands knowledge of the subject and the abi lity to synthesize and 
communicate that in a meaningful way (Park, 1996). Therefore , in evaluating good 
teaching, both the act of teaching and the content or the subject matter taught is 
considered to be important. 

Currently, the sources of infor!T1ation to evaluate teaching effectiveness may vary from 
country to country or institutior', to institution. However , in higher institutions of Ethiopia, 
Students, Colleagues and department heads are the most common sources of inform ation 
for evaluating teaching effectiveness. Accor-dlng to Areola (cited in Wossenu, 2005), the 
credibility of these sources d8pend on the opportunity that the source has to be a first hand 
observer as well as the willingness of the teachers belllg evaluated to accept and believe 
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what the sources have to say. 

Universities conduct performance evaluation for administrative and/or developmental 
purposes. As to Gomez-Mejia et al. (1995:257), performance measurements are used 
administratively whenever they are the basis for decision about the instructors' work 
conditions, including promotions, terminations, and rewards. Developmental uses of 
evaluation are geared toward improving instructors' performance and strengthening 
their skills by providing feedback on their strong and weak sides as well as offering 
further training . 

The above statements ind icate that universities use students, colleagues, and 
department heads as a source of information for evaluating the quality of instruction as 
well as for making administrative decisions. However, sti ll there is controversy, among 
instructors, on the issues related to bias, competence, accuracy, and fairness of the 
sources that affect instructors' attitude, performance and effectiveness . 

Moreover, the criteria of measuring teachers ' performance were regarded to be too 
weak to generate accurate and objective performance evidence (Melaku, 1992:174). 
Because of this, the reaction of most teachers towards such criteria becomes far below 
from what has been expected. Therefore, it could be possible to expect that teachers 
wou ld be uncooperative and unresponsive to the evaluation system that has subjective 
assessors in the evaluation instruments. Furthermore, teachers might have perceived 
administrative decisions that are based on such performance data to be unfair, 
incompetent and invalid. 

In addit ion to the above statements , the researcher heard from the instructors of various 
universities and colleges of the country, especially from Hawassa university instructors 
(when he has been in the city for the last four years) , about their performance 
evaluation made by students , colleagues and department heads: some in favor and 
others agai<1 sl. This issue initiated the researcher to raise questions concerning the 
views, opinions and incl inations of university instruotors towards the current faculty 
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Views, opinions and inclinations of university instructors towards the current faculty 

teaching eva luation system. 

Despite evaluating university instructors by their students, co lleagues, and department 

heads, has been continued, there is controversy on issues related to accuracy, bias, 

competence and fairness of the system , which has influence on the attitude of 

instructors, their performance and effectiveness. 

Therefore, the study seeks to find out answers for the following basic questions: 

1. What is the attitude of instructors and technical assistants towards the purpose of 

the current facu lty teach ing performance evaluation? 

2. What is the attitude of instructors and technical assistants towards the 

administration of the current faculty teaching performance eva luation? 

3. What is the perception of instructors and technical assistants towards student

instructor face-to-face evaluation? 

4. How do instructors and technical assistants perceive students', co lleagues' and 

department heads' evaluation of the current faculty teaching performance? 

5. How do instructors and technical assistants perceive the effectiveness 

(appropriateness, usefulness, and applicabil ity) of the items included in the 

students' , colleagues' and department heads' rating forms of the current faculty 

teaching performance evaluation? 

1.3. Objectives of the Study 

1.3.1. General Object ive 

The main objective of this study is to investigate the attitude of university instructors and 

technical assistants towards the cu rrent faculty teaching performance eva luation made 

by students, colleagues and department heads. 
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1.3.2. Specific Objectives 

i) To find out the attitude of instructors and technical assistants with regard to the 
purpose of the cu rrent faculty teaching performance evaluation. 

ii) To find out the attitude of instructors and technical assistants towards the 
admin istration of the current faculty teach ing performance evaluation . 

iii) To identify the perception of instructors and technical assistants towards 
student-instructor face-to-face evaluation. 

iv) To find out the attitude of instructors and technical assistants towards students ', 
colleagues' and department heads' evaluation . 

v) To identify the perception of instructors with regard to the competence of 
assessors in the students' , colleagues' and department heads' rating 
questionnaire of the current faculty teaching performance evaluation. 

1.4. Significance of the Study J 

This study is considered significant for the following reasons: 

1. The study identifies the major factors that affect the effectiveness of the 
evaluation system so that policy makers and concerned authorities can take 
timely measures. 

2. The study is expected \0 be useful for Hawassa University and others, which 
apply teach ing performance evaluation, to identify the strengths and 
weaknesses of the faculty teaching performance eva luat ion. 

3. The fi ndings of the stuciy and its recommendations are expected to be helpful 
background for improvement of the system of faulty teaching peliormance in 
universities and coileges in the future. 

4. The study fu rther contributes lite lature in the area and opens ways for other 
researchers. 
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1.5. Delimitation of the Study 

According to Education Statistics Annual Abstract (2004-05), there were eight 

government universities in Eth iopia in 2004-05. However, the study is delimited to one 

university, i.e. Hawassa university instructors' attitude towards their performance 

evaluation. 

The study tried to treat the topic by assessing the attitude of instructors and technical 

assistants towards factors such as: purpose of the current faculty teaching performance 

evaluation, its administration , student-instructor face-to-face evaluation, the 

appropriateness, usefulness, and applicability of assessors in the students, colleagues, 

and department heads rating questionnaires. 

1.6. Limitation of the Study 

The instrument used in this study is a research questionnaire with both close-ended and 

open-ended items. However, because of shortage of time and resource, other 

instruments such as observation of the process and interviews to department heads and 

deans were not employed. Thu s, the study did not show what measures were taken to 

improve the existing faculty teaching performance evaluation. 

Moreover, there are similar rating items used by all universities to evaluate instructors' 

performance in the country, except those at Addis Ababa Univers ity, the findings of the 

study would not display problem areas of the current faculty teach ing performance 

evaluation to all university instructors of the country as it was perceived by Hawassa 

University instructors. 

Therefore, because of these shortcomings, the study by no means cla imed to be 

conclusive. It wou ld rather serve as a springboard to study the problem of the current 

faculty teaching performance eva luation in a more detailed and comprehensive manner. 
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1.7. Research Methodology and Procedure of the Study 

1.7.1. The Research Method 

Since this study was exploratory aimed to examine and describe the major problems 

encountering the current faculty teaching performance evaluation with reference to 

Hawassa University, descriptive method was used. Comparison were made to find out 

whether or not there could be attitud inal variation among instructors and technical 

assistants by faculty, qualification and experience on the current faculty teaching 

performance evaluation . 

1.7.2. Sources of Data 

The major sources of data used in the study are of two types ; i.e. primary and 

secondary data sources. The secondary data sources were gathered from relevant 

publications, journals, books and other materials . Primary data were collected by using 

both closed-ended and open-ended questionnaire. In addition , the major sources of 

primary data were instructors and technical assistants currently working in two col leges 

and seven faculties of Hawassa University. 

1.7.3. Sampling Technique 

Currently there are 725 instructors and technical assistants (d iploma holders) working in 

Hawassa University. Out of these , 118 instructors and technical assistants were new 

employees, they were excluded from this study. Besides that, 84 instructors left the 

University for further education and 46 instructors were expatriates , whose evaluation 

results were sent to the MOE, they were also not included in this study. 

Furthermore, 25 instructors and technical assistants were involved during the pilot study 

and, therefore, they were excluded from this study. Thus, out of the remaining 452 

instructors and technical ass istanis, 180 (40 percent) were taken as the subject of the 

study (see table 1). 
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In order to make the sample representative, stratified random sampling technique was 

employed. Respondents were classified based on college/faculty, qualification and 

teaching experience. 

Table 1- Distribution of the Population and the Sample Selected. 

Po )ulation Sampl e 
No CollcgdFaculty Qual i ficatian Service Year Quali fica tion Service Year 

a b c d c f g a b c d c f 0 e 

I Faculty of Business and 
Economics 14 9 I 21 2 I 6 4 9 I 

2 Facuity of Law - 4 2 - 6 - - - 2 - 2 -

3 Facu lty of Nat ural Scicllccs 16 13 3 I 5 49 7 9 6 5 13 2 19 3 4 

4 Faculty of social sciences 8 12 - 16 - 4 - 3 5 - 6 - 2 

5 Facul ty or Technology 18 12 20 I 45 2 4 7 5 8 - 19 I 
6 Facldty or Veterinary 

Med icine - 3 6 4 I I I I - I 2 2 4 I -

7 Celleg..:: or Agricu lt ure 16 13 40 19 41 18 29 6 5 16 8 16 7 12 
8 Wando Genet Colkge of 

I Forestry and Natural 9 18 29 9 29 14 22 4 7 12 3 12 5 9 
Resources 

9 Co ll c~e of Health Sciences 13 30 77 - 97 23 - 6 12 30 - 19 9 -

Tota l 72 11 5 226 39 315 67 70 29 46 90 15 126 27 27 

Code: a. Diploma e. 1-5 years 
b. Bachelor degree f. 6-10 years 
c. Master's degree g. 11 years and above 
d. PhD 

1.7.4. Data Collection Instruments 

To obtain data on the current system of faculty teaching performance evaluation, a set 

of survey questionnaire, 180 in total , was distributed to instructors and technica l 

assistants working in the two colleges and seven faculties of Hawassa University. 

The questionnaire contained a tota l of 46 items. For atti tude rati ng choices the 

statements were constructed in the form of five point likert-type scale rang ing from 
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questionnaire also included three biographical questions at the beginning and six open
ended questions in the last section (see Append ix-1). The questionnaire has four parts 
and the items included in these parts were on the broad topics as background 
information, purpose of instructors' performance evaluation, admin istration of 
evaluation, student-instructor face-to-face evaluation. Students, colleagues, and 
department head evaluators as a source of evidence of measuring instructors' 
performance were also discussed. Finally the effecti veness of items included in 
students, colleagues and department heads rating instruments were examined. 

1.7.5. Methods of Data Analysis 

Following collection of data, it was then systematically organized and the responses 
from open-ended questionnaire were compiled to meaningful categories to allow 
interpretation. 

In addition, the following statistica l tools were employed to ana lyze the data gathered. 

1. Descriptive statistics was used to determine both favorable or unfavorab le 
instructors ' and technical assistants' attitude towards the current faculty teaching 
performance evaluation. 

2. One sample t-test was used to test whether or not the observed sample mean is 
different from the population expected mean at 0.05 significance level. 

3. One-Way ANOVA was performed to know whether there are significant variations 
in the attitude of each group to each basic question at 0.05 significance level. 

4. Mean comparison was made in order to determine whether there were attitudinal 
differences among instructor's from the point of view of faculty , qualifications and 
experiences. 
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1.7.6. Procedure of the Study 

In order to secure relevant data, the sample that are subject to investigation we re 
appropriately selected from the population, i.e. from instructors and technical assistants 
th at were found in Hawassa University, by considering thei r co llege /faculty, qualification 
and teaching experience. 

Before the questionnaire was admin istered, the investigator approached deans and/or 
assistant deans of all colleges and facu lties of Hawassa University in pe rson and 
presented them a letter of coope ration wri tten from the Department of Educational 
planning and Management (AAU .). Once rapport was establ ished with the univers ity 
the researcher selected three assistant data collectors from among th ird year students, 
one from Wondo Genet College of Forestry and Natura l Resources , and two from 
college of Agriculture. They assisted the researcher in distribution and collection of the 
questionna ire by giving orientation on how to administer the instrument. Finally, the 
questionnaires were fill ed and retu rned within three weeks. 

1.8. Definition of Terms 

The following terms are used throughout this study as operationally defined hereunder. 

Attitude - the genera l feeling and th inking instructors and technical assistants show 
regarding faculty teach ing performance evaluation. 

Colleagues eva luation - the eva luation of instructors performance by their colleagues. 

Department heads evaluation - the evaluation of instructors ' performance by their 
department heads. 

Effectiveness - the appropriateness, usefu lness, and applicability of items included in 
students', colleagues' and department heads' rating questionnaire. 

Students evaluation - the evaluation of instructors performance by their students. 

Teacher evaluation - an estimate or measure of the quality of teacher's behavior based 
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on the information obtained from students, colleagues and department heads. 

Teachers evaluation fo rm - a checklist of a teacher qualities , teach ing activities or 
techniques, or conditions observed in teaching situations; used by students, 
co lleagues and department heads for evaluation (Good, 1973:93). 

1.9. Organization of the Study 

The study consists of four chapters. The first chapter deals with the problem and its 
approach in which background of the study, statement of the problem, objectives, 
sign ificance, delimitation and limitations of the study, the research methodology and 
proced ures of the study, and defin ition of terms were included . The second chapter 
deals with the rev iew of the related literature documented from various secondary 
sources. The third chapter deals with the presentation and ana lys is of data. The last 
chapter includes, summary of the major findings, conclusions, and recommendations. A 
list of references and appendices were included at the end of the report. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

This Chapter dea ls with the literature review on different aspects of performance 
evaluation. It begins by introducing some basic principles from similar studies about 
teachers' performance evaluation and then ra ises different issues on the purpose of 
performance evaluation. It also presents various points about effective performance 
evaluation. Then the literature discusses various reasons why performance feedback is 
necessary. The bulk of the literature focuses on teachers' performance eva luation 
followed by different approaches of evaluating teachers' performance. Furthermore, 
various points about the administration of teachers' performance evaluation and the 
major factors that affect teachers' attitude towa rd s performance eva luation are 
discussed. 

2.1. Introduction 

The evaluation of teaching has a long history. Evaluation started in 399 BC when 
Socrates was executed for having corrupted the youth of Athens with his teaching. In 
add ition, around 350 AD in Antioch, any father who was not happy with the kind of 
instruction given to his son was able to examine the case. If the teacher was found to 
have neglected his duties, the father could file a forma l complaint to a panel of teachers 
and nonprofessionals and could immediately transfer his son to another teacher (Marsh 
cited in Assefa, 1999). 

In modern Universities and colleges, teach in!=) effectiveness can be evaluated by using 
multiple sources of data including students, colleagues, administrators, and self
evaluation. In addition, these sources are important basis for recognition and reward for 
good teaching as wel l as for faculty development purposes. According to Zakrajsk (cited 
in Wossenu , 2005) , proper evaluation of teachers ' performance is important for 
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facu lty member to make a va!uable contribution to the achievement of the goals of the 
university. 

One can deduce from the above statements that there is a common view of the purpose 
of faculty teaching evaluation among instructors and administrators. However, most 
instructors perceived evaluation in diffe rent ways than administrators (Wossenu , 2005). 
Instructors perceived that the primary purpose of evaluating teaching effectiveness is to 
make personnel decisions, while most administrators considered its purpose primari ly 
fo r faculty development process. Therefore, such altitudinal difference towards the 
purpose of facu lty teaching performance evaluation may bring problems of 
communication and coord ination . 

According to the survey conducted by Ayalew (cited in Melaku, 1992), the current 
practice of teachers' performance evaluation in Ethiopian school systems was the major 
contributor that causes job dissatisfaction among teachers. According to the research, 
this was due to lack of evaluation skills and competence on the part of the evaluators; 
teachers mistrust their evaluators; inadequacy of the frequency and time length of the 
classroom observation; lack of pre-evaluation knowledge about the pu rpose and criteria 
of the evaluation system; and failure of adequate post-appraisa l feedback. 

Moreover, it was conciuded( in Melaku,1992 :174), that teachers perceive that the 
system of thei r evaluation was ineffective in serving its purpose and also their level of 
satisfaction with the items included in facu lty teach ing evaluation forms were far below 
from what has been expected. 

Therefore, it is possible to expect that for evaluation to be effective, both teachers and 
admin istrators should have mutual understand ing about the purpose of eva luating 
teachers ' performance and they both should agree on the performance criteria 
(standard) against which the teacher effectiveness should be evaluated . Because of 
th is, it is essential to have a brief discussion on the issues related to performance 
eva luations in the next sections. 
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2.2. Purpose of Performance Evaluation 

The most immediate reason for performance evaluation is to acquire information about 
employees job performance periodically in order to help the organization manage them 
wisely. 

One major purpose of performance evaluation is to help employees do a better job. 
According to Gooda le (1992: 279), this purpose includes several specific objectives , 
which are: 

1. To clearly state the employee's job responsib ilities, work goals , and performance standards to be achieved. 
2. To discuss the employee's level of job performance. 
3. To promote the development of employees by identifying training needs and counseling , as well as coaching and motivating employees to improve their performance. 
4. To discuss the employee's view of the cases of his/her job performance and suggestions for improvement. 
5. To promote career development by discussing long - range plans for development and promotion . 

In addition, Newman and Hendricks (19802) mentioned severa! purposes of 
performance evaluation. Among these are: for finding exceptional talents, for furnishing 
a basis for discharging totally unfit employees, for helping to assign work in accorda nce 
with workers' abilities, for stimulating people to improve, and for preventing grievances 
by helping workers understand the basis for actions which may be taken into the future 
and by cleaning misunderstand ings about past actions that have affected them. 

Burke, Wetzel, and weir (1 978) identified a number of other benefits of performance 
evaluation. Among these benefits are: the development of greater mutual understanding 
of the institution, its goals and employee's tasks in relation to the goals; a feeling of fair 
treatment; satisfaction; motivation to improve job performance ; actual performance 
improvements; and a positive look forward to future performance evaluation. 

Moreover, Laser and Walter (1977: 86) also identified another pu rpose and benefit of 
performance appraisal, namely, to build the self-esteern of employees. Th is is 
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particularly important for professional employees, since their jobs often occupy a central 

position in their lives. A great portion of their self- image is derived from their work 

act ivities. In add ition to their work act ivities, performance appraisal process can nurture 

a professiona l's self-image or self-esteem, it is al l that better for the ind ividua l and the 

organization. 

In education, the general purpose of teacher appraisal is to safeguard improve the 

quality of instruction . According to Mekonnen (2000:14), the process of performance 

appraisal is justified for the foll owing purposes: 

1) to improve instructions , 
2) to provide information for personnel decisions for retention , promotion tenure, 

and sa lary increases, 
3) to stimulate professional growth and development and to direct and guide faculty 

efforts, 
4) for administrators, to give a chance to standing judgment Uust- as teachers feel 

the need to judge students , some administrators feel the need to judge teachers), 
and 

5) to gather data for research on teaching and learning. 

From the above statements, it is possible to conclude that performance appraisal is a 

systematic process and can be used for making administrative decisions as well as for 

teachers' career development and hence could contribute a lot to the improvment 

teaching-learning process. 

2.3. Effective Performance Evaluation 

Because performance evaluation is a central part of the management process, it ;s of 

vital importance that all managers and employees should have feelings of ownership of 

the performance appra isal scheme. and should recognize that their whole-hearted 

involvement is centra l to its success. According to Towers (,1998: 128), one of the key 

conditions for successful performance appraisa l, design , and implementation is 

consultations. Consu ltation at the design stage with groups- including directors , sen ior 

and middle managers, supervisors, emp loyees, trade un ions - should not on ly help to 

alleviate anxieties and generate interest and commitment but also stimulate innovative 
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ideas about appraisal methods and implementation procedures. 

According to Walker (1980:215) and Bernard in (2003: 143), an effective performance 

appraisa l incorporates three factors. First, an appra isa l needs to be reasonable in the 

view of its users and criti cs. Th is means the appraisa l must be generally understood 

and accepted as reasonably useful, fair, necessary, and objective. The purpose/s of the 

process is clearly stated and procedures for the implementation should not be vague. 

A second important factor is releva nce. An appraisal is relevant if it covers those 

aspects of work that are important and only those aspects. Relevance is assured by 

clea r statements of job req uirements and the kinds of on-the-Job activities of behaviors 

that are necessary for successful performance (Walker, 1980, and Beatty, 1981). 

Th ird, appraisals need to be re liable. This means they should be free from sig nificant 

defects. Evaluations of performance for the same individual at the same time shou ld be 

consistent when applied by different raters. They should contain a minimum of 

subjectivity that leads to distortion. Performance ratings are used as Ind irect measures 

and are highly dependent on the quality of information ava ilable about performance, on 

the abi lity of appraisers to make reliable judgments, and on the use of consistent 

standards (criteria) against wh ich ratings are made (Walker, 1980: 128) 

Holley and Field (cited in Newman and Hendricks, 1980:27), also forwarded some 

guidelines for developing and admin istering performance evaluation systems in 

educational settings. Among these are: 

a) The method shou ld be shown to be job related th rough content and/or empirical 
validation procedures. 

b) The content should be developed from a thorough job analysis. 
c) Evaluations should frequently observe emplo'yees at work. 
d) Evaluations shou ld be based on observable job behaviors. 
e) Evaluations shou ld be administered and scored under standardized conditions. 
f) Evaluations should not be discriminatory in intent, application, or results. 
g) The language on evaluation forms. including directions for use, should be 

precise and un iform. 
h) Evaluators should be trained in how to use the evaluation instruments. 
i) Several eva luators should be used, and their evaluations should be conducted 
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independently. 
j) Evaluation should be supported by objective evidence of performance results. 
k) In selecting factors to be used, or designing evaluation instruments, input should 

be solic ited from various groups (faculty members, administrators). 
I) Performance evaluation must be conducted before any personnel decisions on 

which it is based are made. 
m) Criteria and procedures to be used in the evaluations should be communicated 

to the persons being evaluated. 
n) Teachers and faculty members should be informed of the results . 
0) School systems should develop policies pertaining to the use of performance 

evaluation, procedures for administration , and rules govern ing decisions, and 
these shou ld be communicated to the teachers and faculty members. 

From the above statements, it is possible to generalize that, effective teacher-appraisal 

shou ld indicate ways in which excellent performance can be recognized and 

shortcomings can be minimized. To maintain such an object ive, appraisal has to be 

based on common principles, which benefit both the appra iser and the appraisee 

equally. In addit ion , there shou ld be clear understanding by teachers , support by 

administrators and the appraisal should be done by trained and dedicated persons. 

2.4. Common Problems of Performance Evaluation 

While there has been considerable progress in improvil:g the instruments of 

performance evaluation systems. especially by shiftil-,g from the more subjective, often 

simplistic methods to more sophisticated, objective ly based approaches, the 

implementation of performance appraisai still faced many problems 

According to Towers (1998:216), one difficulty is tile face-to-face situation of the 

appraisal interview, where the appraiser sits down with the appraisee and interviews 

his/her performance. Performance appraisal is easy to do when: performance and 

potential are good, superior and subordinate have an open relationship, promotions or 

salary increase~, are abundant, and there is plenty of time for preparation and 

discussion. 

Accord illg to the su rvey conducted by L_ase r and Wikstrom (ciled in Walker, 1980 198) , 

the problem~, with performance appraisal sysiem identified by 25 personnel executives 
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In the Conference Board Survey reflect limitations in both the design and 

implementation of appraisal systems. Among the problems identified in that survey 

were: 

1. Reliance on ratings of personality rather than performance. 
2. Rater biases such as halo persistence in ratings. 
3. Managers not trained to administer appraisals . 
4. Managers dislike for giving feedback. 
5. No developmental or performance follow-up . 
6. Conflicting coach and evaluator roles . 
7. No impact of appraisal on performance. 

Performance appraisal refuses to run properly when deficiencies in performance are 

being addressed . Tower (1998) cited Beer, suggested three main sources of difficulty: 

a) the quality of the re lationship between appraiser and appraisee; 
b) the manner and skill with which the interview is conducted; and 
c) the appraisal system itself, namely the objectives the organization expects it to 

achieve, the methodology, the documents and procedures thai make up the 
system, 

Therefore, it is possible to expect that the underlying quality of the department -

instructor relationship playa major role on the appraisal process , since it is part of 

interactions between the department and Instructor. Unless there is good mutual trust 

and understanding, the instructor is likely to view appraisal discussions with 

apprehension and suspicion. When boill instructors and departments perceived the 

appraisal process has problems, the department views appraisal time as a daunting 

experience where instructor hostility and resistance are likely to emerge. 

2.4.1 . Human Errors in Performance Evaluation Process 

Errors in performanc;:e appra isal process occur due to the error by superVisors and/or 

managers. In add ition, all 'methods of performance appraisal are subject to errors. 

However, it could be minimized through providing training to managers and supervisors. 

Many writers of human resource management discussed several appra isa l errors. 

Among these: 
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a. Supervisory Bias. Such biases are not related to job performance and may stem 
from personal characteristi cs sLich as age, sex, or race, or from organization related 
characteristics such as seniority, friendsh ip with top managers (Carrel, 1992:237). 

b. Halo Effect. It is a tenden cy to influence the evaluation of other traits by the 
assessment of one trait. It takes place when traits are not clearly defined and are 
unfamiliar to supervisors. It can be either negative or positive. A negative halo occurs 
when an employee is poor in one trait but is generally rated as overall poor. Negative 
halo errors are minimized when the appraisal process is open for review by employees, 
who will point out that they are not particularly weak in areas in which they have been 
rated poorly. Employees with positive halos seldom point out that they did not 
performed as well as their supervisors had indicated. Thus, a positive halo is more 
difficult to minimize (Carrel, 1992237, and Saiyadain , 1998:205). 

According to Carrel (1992: 138), the halo problem can also be minimized throLigh 
supervisory training. Supervisors shou ld be trained to recognize that all jobs require the 
application of many different skil ls and behaviors . Training should also focus on the fact 
that it is not usual for employees to perform well in some areas and less effectively in 
others , and training should concentrate on those areas in need of improvement. 

C. Central Tendency Error. When supervisors evaluate everyone as average, the 
result is central tendency. They may find it difficult and unpleasant to evaluate some 
employees higher or lower than others, even though performances reflect a real 
difference (Carrel, 1992:239). This problem may also occur when supervisors cannot 
objectively evaluate employee performance because of lack of familia rity with the work, 
lack of supervisory abi lity, or fear that they will be reprimanded if they evaluate 
subordinates too highly or too strictly (Milkovich, 1988207) 

Moreover, as Gordon (1986:244-246) stated, managers experrence difficulties in , 
improving employee performance for three reasons. First, they react to their own 
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assumptions about individual behaviors and attitudes. Second, managers fai l to 
recognize that the organizational or environmental situations may contribute to 
performance problems; subordinates may have the motivation to perform but not the 
opportunity. Third , no clea r prescription for effective performance exists. 

According to Hussein and Nevi lle (1 994: 6018), the most practica l way to increase the 
validity of teacher ratings is to take steps to decrease the influence of halo on ratings. 
Halo is most likely to distort ratings when no behavior relevant to an item to be rated is 
observed. In such cases the ratings must be based either on behavior irrelevant to the 
item on the rater's overall impression of the teacher, neither of which yield a valid 
ratings. 

In general, there is no doubt that the purpose of appraising teachers' performance is to 
improve teaching - learning process. However, the process of appra ising teachers is a 
complex matter. Therefore, those that are engaged in such activities should be aware of 
its complexity, of the possib ility of arriving at erroneous judgments, and of the 
consequences that fo llow from appraisals. In add ition, the risk of this error occurring 
depends mostly on the item itself. Therefore, the rating scale used should include 
behaviors that may be expected to occur frequently enough to make it likely that the 
rater will see them in the classroom of each teacher who is to be rated. The duration 
and frequency of periods of observation shou ld be sufficient to provide ample 
opportunity for behaviors relevant to every item on the sca le to occur, and raters should 
undergo enough training, practice, and retaining so that they will see and recognize 
relevant behaviors. 

2.5. Performance Feedback 

Most employees are very interested in how well they are doing at present, as well as 
how they can do better in the future. They wish to have this information not on ly for the 
personal satisfaction that positive feedback provides , but also to help them improve 
performance in order to qualify fo r organizational rewards such as promotions and merit 
pay. Performance feed back is very important to employees, and in the absence of 
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assumptions about individual behaviors and attitudes. Second , managers fail to 
recognize that the organizational or environmental situations may contribute to 
performance problems; subord inates may have the motivation to perform but not the 
opportunity. Th ird, no clear prescription for effective performance exists. 

According to Hussein and Neville (1994: 6018) , the most practical way to increase the 
validity of teacher ratings is to take steps to decrease the influence of halo on ratings. 
Halo is most likely to distort ratings when no behavior relevant to an item to be rated is 
observed. In such cases the ratings must be based either on behavior irrelevant to the 
item on the rater's overall impression of the teacher, neither of which yield a valid 
ratings. 

In general , there is no doubt that the purpose of appraising teachers' performance is to 
improve teaching - learning process. However, the process of appraising teachers is a 
complex matter. Therefore, those that are engaged in such activities shou ld be aware of 
its complexity, of the possibility of arriving at erroneous judgments, and of the 
consequences that follow from appraisals. In add ition, the risk of this error occurring 
depends mostly on the item itself. Therefore, the rating scale used should include 
behaviors that may be expected to occur frequently enough to make it likely that the 
rater will see them in the classroom of each teacher who is to be rated. The duration 
and frequency of periods of observation should be sufficient to provide ample 
opportun ity for behaviors relevant to every item on the scale to occur, and raters should 
undergo enough training, practice, and retaining so that they wil l see and recognize 
relevant behaviors . 

2.5. Performance Feedback 

Most employees are very interested in how well they are doing at present, as well as 
how they can do better in the future. They wish to have this information not only for the 
personal satisfaction that positive feedback provides , but also to help them improve 
performance in order to qualify for organizational rewards such as promotions and merit 
pay. Performance feedback is very important to employees, and in the absence of 
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meaningful feedback from the supervisors, employee will resort to informal methods to 
assess their job performance. Employees may become very sensitive to whether 
supervisors speak to them, spend time with them, or take them into their confidence 
regarding departmental affa irs. These informal methods can approach superstition, and 
are the unfortunate consequences of a failure to provide adequate regular performance 
feedback (Leap, 1989: 319). 

Feedback is an essential element of the learning process. Accord ing to Newman and 
Hendricks (1980:10), without it, it is virtually impossible to learn, to adapt, or to advance. 
Feedback about the effectiveness of an individual 's behavior has long been recognized 
as essential for learn ing and for motivation in performance-oriented settings. In terms of 
its psychological and behavioral effects and benefits, some feedback is better than no 
feedback in most performance settings. 

Effective feedback can serve three important purposes (Gordon, 1986:251): (1) relieving 
productive employees from wOITying needlessly about their job performance and the 
security of their job; (2) helping marginal employees to improve their job performance; 
and (3) provid ing systematic information in case of dismissal. In effect, the supervisor 
can create a working environment that is more conducive to good job performance 
through the use of effective feedback. 

Moreover, Performance feedback on specific aspects of job performance should be 
specific, timely, accurate, and understandable, presented in an atmosphere of 
cooperation and support, and incorporate both positive and negative aspects of 
employees' perfo rmance , can improve the quality of subsequent employee performance 
(Gordon 1986). In addition, it may serve as a source of satisfaction and motivation , and, 
when necessary, a guide to the adjustments necessary for performance improvement 
While constant negative criticism is probably not conducive to motivation or 
performance, the employee should know wnere they stand with the management 
Employees should not be left with the impression that performance is meeting the 
supervisor 's work standards if it is marginal (Leap, 1989. 322). 
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According to Boyd and Ronald (ci ted in Mekonnen, 200410), a teacher- evaluation 
system should give teachers usefu l feedback on classroom needs, the opportunity to 
learn new teaching techniques, and suggestions from principals and other teachers on 
how to make changes in their class rooms. To achieve these goals, evaluators must first 
set specific procedures and standards before giving feedback. The standards should 
be: 

a) related to important skills 
b) as objective as possible, 
c) clearly commun icated to the teacher before the evaluation begins and be reviewed after the evaluation is over, and 
d) linked to the teachers' professional development. 

2.6 . Teachers ' Performance Eva luation 

The evaluation of teachers has rece ived a great deal of attention in the recent past, 
purportedly due to the declines in educational achievement (Priestly, 1982:252). Th is is 
due to the roles and responsib ilities of teachers are diverse and the requirements for 
effective teaching are complex; also, the consequences of incompetence in the teaching 
profession can be considerable . Thus, teaching seems an ideal prospect for an 
assessment center to evaluation. Moreover, evaluation provides the knowledge and 
understanding that directs improved teaching and learning. Therefore , there is a good 
reason to believe that this evaluation of teaching and learning process lays the basis for 
recognition and reward for good teaching (Assefa , 1999). 

Many aspects of education are subject to evaluation from among these aspects 
teachers' performance evaluation has long assumed increasing importance. The 
demand for education has shifted from broad issues of finance and program 
management to specific concerns about the quality of classroom teaching aspects and 
teachers. From the elementary school classroom to higher education level , evaluations 
of teachers' performance have received considerable value (Hammond, 1990). 

Teachers' performance appraisal is the process of estimating the value of teacher's 
work. It is a series of activities and actions that are inter - connected and re lated to a 
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According to Boyd and Ronald (cited in Mekonnen, 2004: 10), a teacher- evaluation 
system should give teachers useful feedback on classroom needs, the opportu nity to 
learn new teaching techn iques, and suggestions from principals and other teachers on 
how to make changes in their classrooms. To achieve these goals, evaluato rs must fi rst 
set specific procedures and standards before giving feedback. The standards should 
be: 

a) related to importa nt skills 
b) as objective as possible, 
c) clea rly communicated to the teacher before the evaluation begins and be 

reviewed after the eva luation is over, and 
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2.6. Teachers ' Performance Eva luation 

The eva luation of teachers has received a great dea l of attention in the recent past, 
purported ly due to the declines in educational ach ievement (Priestly, 1982:252). This is 
due to the roles and responsibilities of teachers are diverse and the requirements for 
effective teach ing are complex; also, the consequences of incompetence in the teaching 
profess ion can be considerable. Thus, teach ing seems an ideal prospect for an 
assessment center to evaluation. Moreover, evaluation provides the knowledge and 
understanding that directs improved teach ing and learn ing. Therefore, there is a good 
reason to believe that this evaluation of teaching and learning process lays the basis for 
recogn ition and rewa rd for good teaching (Assefa, 1999) . 

Many aspects of education are subject to evaluation from among these aspects 
teachers' performance evaluation has long assumed increasing importance. The 
demand for education has sh ifted from broad issues of fi nance and program 
management to specific concerns about the quality of classroom teach ing aspects and 
teachers. From the elementary school classroom to higher education level, evaluations 
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Teachers' performance appraisa l is ihe process of estimating the value of teacher's 
work. It is a series of activities and actions that are inier - connected and related to a 
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specific purpose. Since teachers deal with complex problems, they should be evaluated 

as professionals, wh ich means their standards should be developed by their peers and 

their appraisal should focus on the degree to which they solve professional problems 

competently. The emphasis of their eva luation should be on their teaching and not on 

them as individuals. It should also take in to consideration the involvement and 

responsiveness of others involved in the education process (Sawa cited in Mekonnen; 

200410). 

In evaluating good teach ing, both the act of teach ing and the content or subject matter 

taught are considered to be important. Additionally, students should be able to indicate 

the objectives of the course and its relationships among the va rious assigned tasks to 

the achievement of the objectives. Hence, eva luation shou ld include an appraisal of 

teaching, assignments, examinations, text books used, enthusiasm (like expressive 

speech, movements wh ile lecturing, gestures, facial expression, uses of humor, etc.) of 

the instructor, interpersonal ski ll of the instructor, fri end liness and helpfulness, 

organization , and so on (Assefa, 1999). 

Furthermore, McDonald cited in Priest ley (1982:252) documented the progress made ill 

a project design to improve performance- based teacher evaluation. He contended that 

standard methods of assessing teacher performance, e.g ., classroom observations, 

needed to be improved because they lack sufficient controls. He also recommended the 

use of simu lated teach ing techniques to assess performance in controlled situat ions. 

These include "Microteaching units", in which teachers are assessed on only one 

specific skill at a time; and "reactive simu lation devices" sim ilar to simulations and 

management exercises used in assessment centers and in their non-educational 

settings. 

2.7. Approaches to Teachers' Performance Evaluation 

Teachers' performance has been evaluated in one way or another as long as there 

have been teachers to evaluate. Researchers have suggested different approaches of 

eva luating teachers. Some are found to be productive while others are somewhat 
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evaluating teachers. Some are found to be productive while others are somewhat 
invalid (Morrill and Spees, 1982). These approaches usually include multiple data 
procedures that involved collecting different types of data in add ition to students ratings 
(Smoke et al: 1973). In their computer assisted search of the literature on multi-data 
alternatives to quantified student ratings , Greenwood and Ramag li (cited in Mekonnen, 
2004:14), found that sixteen percent focused on peer or colleague evaluation, twelve 
percent on direct measurement of student achievement, and twelve percent on 
instructor se lf.·evaluation. Two percent of the literature was on integrated multiple data 
systems, while the largest amount (twenty five percent) examined the interrelations 
among different type of data (e.g., peer ratings versus administrative ratings, self-ratings 
versus students' ratings). 

Teaching evaluation incorporate multiple sources of data including students, colleagues, 
and administrators (heads). These types of evaluation must provide va lid, summative 
information regarding the quality of teaching and formative di rection for faculty 
improvement efforts. Moreover, facu lties shou ld be entitled to a fa ir and consistent 
evaluation of teaching. Therefore, to be objective, faculties must rely on various sources 
to evaluate teachers' performance. Among these sources of evaluating teachers' 
performance- student evaluations, co lleague evaluations and department head 
evaluations are discussed below. 

A. Students' Evaluation . At col lege and university levels, students' rating of teach ing 
are considered to be a valuable data sources for improving the teaching-learn ing 
process, providing feedback to instructors, and evaluating teaching for use in personnel 
decisions like merit salary increases. 

Student ratings may help teachers to improve their instruction and aid students in 
courses or instructor selection (Cohen, 1980). Furthermore, student ratings may also 
help administrative evaluation of teaching effectiveness, and the development of facu lty 
competence. In addition, students' evaluations of teaching are accepted method of 
evaluating faculty teaching in many institutions and are said to be statistically rel iable 
than colleagues ratings (Marsh and Roche ; 1997). However, there are heated debates 
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despite their use as indicators of teaching effectiveness. 

On the other hand, there are arguments against students' ratings. Among these , 
according to Assefa (1999), are: they are not reliable; they are highly correlated to 
grades; students who receive good grades in a course give a positive eva luation to the 
instructor and the courses; students ' appreciation of good cou rse usually are seen after 
graduation from colleges and universities; and colleagues are more qualified than 
students in rating faculty performance. And also, students may not have the necessary 
knowledge to judge how well they are learning, students give high rating to courses with 
low standards and undemanding facu lty members; teaching is not equally effective for 
every student, and what works for one class may not work for others (McKeachine cited 
in Assefa , 1999). 

Generally, student ratings have their own strengths and weaknesses. However, this fact 
should not limit their practical application and it will be advisable to use them as one 
source of evidence for making decisions. 

B. Coll eagues' Evaluation. Subjective judgments currently play an important part in 
evaluating teaching performance. Among the groups that might provide judgment on 
teaching performance are teachers' colleagues. This subjective judgment is probably 
based on all the information that raters have accumulated about a teacher, i.e., the 
actual accomplishments and the subjective judgments that are communicated among 
faculty and students. Centra (cited in Mekonnen, 2004) concluded that colleagues could 
make a unique and important contribution to the evaluation of the faculty teaching 
performance. 

Colleague evaluation has both advantages and disadvantages. It is certainly 
advantageous that colleagues, who are usually from the same discipline, are familiar 
with departmental goals, programs and priorities. However, such familiarity can also 
have negative consequences resulting from bias due to previous evaluations, personal 
re lationships, and peer pressure (Areola cited in Wossenu , 2005) . In addition to this, 
Peer ratings based on classroom vis itation do not appear to be substantially correlated 
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with stud em ratings or with any other indicators of effective teaching (Marsh, 1984). 

To summarize, colleagues ' eva luation could provide information about teachers' 

performance and can contribute to the improvement of teaching ·-Iearning process. On 

the other hand , colleagues ' evaluation of teachers' performance is less accepted 

method of evaluating teachers in many institutions and is less stat istically reliable th an 

student ratings. However, despite its demerits, it can give add itional information for 

taking right decisions. Therefore, it seems wise to use col leagues' rating not an end of 

itself but as add it ional source of information to evaluate faculty tea ch ing performance. 

C. Department Heads' Evaluation. Ratings by appropriate administrators (e.g. 

department chair, dean , vise president) have a long history in facu lty evaluation and 

were traditionally based on informal and unsystematic source of information , such as 

student complaints and comments from faculty colleagues Sometimes administrators' 

judgments were base on ciassroom visi tations, systematic student or peer ratings, 

examination of course materials, or examination of faculty members' productivity. 

As a source for evaluating teaching, heads share many of the same advantages of 

co lleagues in the department. According to Hanoi and Mortensen (1980) , department 

heads can evaluate teachers ' performance through classroom observation , review of 

student learning data, and feedback from students. The strength of this approach is that 

ciassroom observation helps to interpret data from other approaches. 

In evaluat ing instructors' performance, department heads share many of the advantages 

and disadvantages of colleagues' evaluation in the department. Nevertheless, it is 

logically impossible for department heads to visit class of all faculty members frequently 

enough to ach ieve reliabilit'l. As wi th colleague visitations, occasional observations by 

department heads can be biased by personal relationships, favored teaching methods, 

common va lues , etc (Wossenu, 2005:33) 

In order to reduce bias from the department heads' eval:'Jation, it is advisab le to co llect 

more reliable data from different sources as a basis to evaluate teachers' performance. 
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2.8. Administration of the Evaluation 

It is suggested that every evaluation form should contain some standard open-ended 
questions and each instructor should have the opportunity to add one or more 
questions, the resu lts of which could go only to the instructor (Bain cited in Assefa, 
1999). Examples include questions that indicate students ' perceptions of teaching 
methods such as the primary teaching strengths of the instructor, the primary 
weaknesses of the instruction, and inviting the students to offer suggestions for 
improvement. Besides, others that indicate the learning process and that can be 
reported to individual instructor need to be included. For example, questions that show 
the number of hours per week a student spend on the course help the instructor to 
direct his/her method of teaching . 

As to the time of administration, ratings administered during final exams are generally 
lower than those given during classes . Therefore, student-rating forms should be 
administered in the classroom during regular class hours (Braskamp and Ory cited in 
Assefa, 1999). Furthermore, differences may be found in ratings of courses and 
teachers, among classes that are grouped by their meeting time, i.e., time of day when 
the class is taught. However, in general there are no differences in ratings related to 
class meetings. 

Differences in ratings occur when the directions in the forms indicate that the results wi ll 
be used for personnel decisions rather than when they indicate that, the results will go 
only to the instructo r. Ratings are higher if the use of the ratings is stated (for promotion 
purposes) and if the teacher being rated remains in the evaluation room. Mid-term 
ratings are reported to be less reliable; this may be due to the fear that the student 
raters can be identified . However, it is preferable that student ratings be administered 
during the last two or three weeks of the semester rather than during examination times 
(Braskamp and Ory cited in Assefa, 1999). 
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2.9. The Attitude of Teachers towards their Performance Evaluation 

Ideally, evaluation should have a healthy purpose of educational improvement; 
however, Camp et al (1979: 17) regret that the teacher evaluation process has been 
poorly handled by admin istrators. They view each evaluation in terms of job orientation 
rather than career development. The objective is seldom to improve the quality of 
education and to further professional development. Such misuse would definitely give 
rise to mistrust, fear, and fee lings of insecurity, which would apparently be 
pedagogically counter productive. Tile undesirable consequences of errant 
administration of evaluation have led io many concerns of teachers. According to camp 
et al (1979), this was given as follows: 

1. The majority of persons observing and evaluating teachers are lacking in proportional academic and pedagogical competence , 
2. Forms surveyed by evaluators including survey sheets, which, at best, are highly objective, and in many cases , entirely useless for teacher improvement since they are avoided from any substance criteria or contents, 
3. The absence of any similar evaluation for the evaluators as either evaluators or adrninistrators presuppose that teachers comprise the only educational segment that needs improvement, and 
4. There is lack of any active and defensible forms of fo rmal evaluation for all professional members of the educational complex, which inhibits professional growth at all levels. 

In a study of faculty attitude toward student evaluations, Marsh (cited in Amanuel, 1998) 
reported that although 80 percent felt the students' rati!lgs are important, only 38 
percent believed that such ratings give a correct picture of instructional performance. 
Fiche (cited in Mekonnen, 2004) also concluded that the purpose of student evaluations 
of teaching is to fairly evaluate the teaching quality of faculty members and help them to 
improve teaching. However, the perception of many faculty members is that the use of 
student eval uations of teaching ach ieves neither of these goals. Similarly, 
Berhanemeske: (1999) concludeci that, since teachers believed that students are 
incompetent, not qualified, immature, subjective, lack experience io evaluate and make 
sensible jud glll(~ nts , they developed unfavorable perception towards student evaluation 
of teachers' performance. Darge (2002) in his study on the predominance of different 
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sources of stress among teachers in governmeni senior high schools of Addis Ababa 
also suggested that some teachers are dissatisfied with the criteria (considering them to 
be too demanding), and with the evaluation process (e.g. evaluation by parents). 

2.9.1. Factors Affecting Teachers' Attitude towards Performance Evaluation 

Experienced teachers often state that eva luations are not productive (Boyd and Ronald 
cited in lViekonnen, 2004: 24). Some of the dissatisfactions on the performance 
evaluation, based on research experiences are said to be avoidable. The following is a 
list of the major factors that affect pe rformance evaluation : 

1. Teachers not having any input into the evaluation criteria. Other professionals 
(doctors , lawyers, ~ngineers) control the criteria for entering and maintaining 
membership in their profession. Teachers , on the other hand , often do not have 
that privilege. State laws or school boards decide the focuses of the evaluation. 
This leads teachers to distrust the evaluation process and to question tile validity 
of the results it produces. 

2. Evaluators not spending enough time on the evaluation. Teachers complain that 
the principal, or whoever is conducting the evaluation , does not provide useful 
fE:edback. 

3. Evaluators not being well trained. Teachers complain that few evaluators have 
any special training to help them plan and carry out a successful evaluation. 
Even worse, many have had little or no recent experience in the classroom. The 
criteria for evaluation are often vague, subjective, and inconsistent. 

4. Results of evaluations not being used to further teacher development. For many 
teachers , the evaluation process can be perceived as a dead end. The results do 
not figure into salary increases, promotions, or any meaningful program for 
professional development. 

Generally, to improve instruction, perfOrlT,anCe evaluation of teachers should be 
accurate, reliable , and based on the acceptance of the teachers. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3. PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 

This chapter of the study deals with the presentation and analysis of data that is 
collected from instructors and technical assistants of Hawassa University, As indicated 
in chapter one, 180 questionnaires were distributed to respondents , Out of these 153(85 
percent) were filled in and collected, Then to make the collected data manageable for 
analysis , the respondents were classified based on college/faculty , qual ification, and 
teaching experience, Based on qualification they were grouped in to three, namely 1-5 
years of service, 6-10 years of service and 11 years and above, Based on qualification, 
they were grouped in to four, namely diploma, bachelor degree, master's degree, and 
PhD holders, Finally, the data collected were computed by using SPSS and the results 
are presented and ana lyzed against the basic questions for which answers have to be 
sought. 

3,1. Attitude towards the Purpose of Performance Evaluation, 

Regarding the attitude of instructors and tech nical assistants towards the purpose of 
faculty teaching pelformance evaluation, the fo llowing attitude rating statements (in the 
form of 5 likert-type scale) were presented to respondents (see Appendix 3.1) . The 
purpose of Performance evaluation is: 

1, to decide on instructors' salary increment, promotion and reward for effective 
instructors , 

2, to identify incompetent instructors so that to arrange in-service training , 
3, to identify incompetent instructors so as to dismiss them, 
4, to improve the quality of instruction, 

5, to stimulate professional growth and development. 
The results of the responses obtained from the above questions were presented in table 
2 below, 
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Table 2- One sample t-test for the purpose of faculty teaching performance evaluation. 

No. Expected Observed SI. df t Sig.(l- Mean 95% confidence of mean mean dev. tailed) difference interval of the 
items difference 

Lower Upper 
5 15 17.35 5.78 152 5.04 0.00* 2.35 1.43 3.28 

• P<0.05 

In an attempt to see whether or not the academic staff show favorable attitude towards 
purpose of the faculty teaching performance evaluation by using one sample t-test, the 
result, shown in table 2, indicates that the observed mean of the sample (17.35) is 
substantially higher than the expected mean of the population (15) at 0.05 significance 
level. This means that most of the instructors and technical assistants responded above 
the population expected mean , and hence show favorable attitude towards the purpose 
of faculty teaching peliormance evaluation . Th is, therefore, indicates that faculty 
teaching performance evaluation, if properly conducted, may be used as a basis for 
instructors' promotion and capacity development. As shown in the literature review 
section , instructor performance evaluation is used as a basis for salary increments and 
reward for effective instructors, arranging in-service training and to avoid incompetent 
instructors. In addition, it may be used for improving the quality of instruction, and it 
simulates the professional growth and development of instructors. 

3.1.1. Attitude towards the Purpose of Performance Evaluation by Qualifications. 

Table 2a- Descriptive statistics on the purpose of faculty teaching performance 
evaluation . 

Ottalineation N Mean Sf. deviation 
Colleoe diploma 25 15.24 5.56 
Bache lor degree 40 17.80 6.47 
Master's degree 81 17.19 5.29 
PhD 7 24.29 0.49 

Total 153 17.35 5.78 
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Table 2b- One-Way ANOVA for the purpose of faculty teaching performance evaluation by qualifications. 

Sum of SquHres Df Mean Square I' Sig. 

Between groups 458.33 3 152.78 4.93 0.01 * 
Within oroups 4614.61 149 30.97 

Tota l 5072.94 152 

*1' <0.05 

As shown in table 2b there is significant attitudinal variation among instructors and 
technical assistants towards the purpose of faculty teaching performance evaluation by 
qualifications at 0.05 significance level. Similarly, table 2a shows that the mean 
response of diploma holder technica l assistants (15.24) the least when compared to 
bachelor degree, master' s degree and PhD holders (17.80, 17.1 9, and 24.29 
respectively). This implies that faculties and colleges of the university did not provide 
adequate tra ining/orientation to academic staff about the purpose of faculty teaching 
performance eva luation so that it could be well understood by all instructors and 
technical assistants. 

3.2. Attitude towards the Administration of Performance Evaluation. 

In an attempt to assess whether 0'- not respondents show favorable attitude towards the 
administration of the current faculty teaching performance evaluation, the following 
attitude rating items (in the form of 5 likert-type sca le) were presented to respondents 
(see Appendix 3.1). 

1. Instructor evaluation takes place during the last two or three weeks of the 
semester. 

2. Students are al lowed adequate time to complete the eva luation forrn. 
3. Students are allowed to direct the teaching methods of their instructors and 

suggest improvements. 

4. The instructor who is being evaluated leaves the room when students are 
completing his/her eva luation. 

5. Facu lties show strong interest to keep the evaluation forms In a confidential 
manner. 
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completing his/her evaluation. 

5. Faculties show strong interest to keep the evaluation forms in a confidential 

manner. 

The results of the responses were presented in table 3 below. 

Table 3- One sample t-test for the administration of performance evaluation. 

No. Expected Observed 51. df t 5ig. (2- Mean 95% confi dence 
of mean mean dev . tailed) di fference interva l of the 

ite ms diffe rence 
Lower I Upper 

5 15 17.34 6.03 152 5.04 0.00* 2.34 1.38 I 3.30 
-*p<O.O) 

As indicated in table 3, the popu lation expected mean is compared with the sample 

observed mean by using one sample t-test to see whether or not the two means are 

statistically different. In this regard , table 3, shows the observed mean of the sample 

(17.34) to be statistically higher than the expected population mean (15) at 0.05 

significance level. So most of the respondents replied above the expected population 

mean and hence have favorable attitude towards the administration of the current 

faculty teaching performance evaluation. Therefore, it is possible to expect that the 

instructor evaluation takes place during the last two or three weeks of the semester, 

students are allowed adequate time to complete the evaluation forms , students are 

allowed to direct the teaching methods of their instructors and suggest improvements, 

and departments show strong interest to keep the evaluation results in a confidential 

manner. Moreover, to be effective, according to Braskamp and Ory (cited in Assefa; 

1999), students rating should be administered in the classroom (during the last two or 

three weeks of the semester) rather than during examination time. In addition , students' 

evaluation of teach ing effectiveness could enhance teacher-student collaboration if 

there is feedback that contains students ' opinion about the course and their instructor 

(Bain cited in Assefa: 1999). 
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3.2.1. Attitude towards the administration of performance evaluation by teaching 
experiences. 

Table 3a- Descriptive statistics for the administration of performance evaluation by 
teaching experiences. 

Teachill!! EXl)cricnce N MeHn Standard deviation 
1-5 years 116 18.33 6.25 
6-10 years 15 13 .53 2.85 
I I yearS and above 22 14.74 2.62 

Total IS3 17.34 6.03 

Table 3b- One-Way ANOVA for the administration of performance evaluation by 
experiences. 

Sum of Squa res df Mean square " Sig. 
Between g rOU DS 775.47 2 387.74 12.24 0.00' 
Within groups 4752.86 150 31.69 

Total 5528.33 152 
• P<0.05 

As indicated in table 3b, there is statistically significant attitud inal variation among 
instructors and technical assistants towards the administration of facu lty teaching 
performance evaluation by teaching experience. In addition, tab le 3a shows the mean 
response of instructors and technica l assistants with teaching experience one to five 
years (18.33) is the greatest from 6-10 years and 11 years and above ( 13.53 and 14.74 
respectively). Besides that it is above the expected population mean (15). On the other 
hand, the mean responses of instructors and technical assistants with experience 
ranging from 6-1 0 years (13.53) and those that have teaching experience of 11 years 
and above, (14.74) were both less than the expected populations mean (15). In other 
words, this can be expressed as highly experienced instructors and technical assistants 
showed negative attitude towards the administration of the current faculty teaching 
performance evaluation. This might have happened due to the variations between 
expectations and attainments of eva luation feedback which probably passed through 
the process of administration of instructors' performance evaluation. 
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3.3. Student-Instructor Face-to-Face Eva luation. 

In order to assess whether or not the respondents show favorable attitude towards 
student-instructor face-to-face evaluation, the following attitude rating statements (in the 
form of 5 likert-type scale) were presented for respondents to show their opinion (see 
Append ix 3.1). 

1. Feedback to the instructor from face-to-face evaluation can enhance the 
relationship between the instructor and students. 

2. Face-to-face evaluation has a positive impact on teaching-learning process. 
3. Face-to-face evaluation enables instructors to correct their weaknesses by 

providing feedback. 

The responses obtained from the above questions were presented in table 4 below. 

Table 4- One sample t-test for student-instructor face-to-face evaluation . 

95% confidence No. Expected Observed St. df T Sig.(2- Mean interva l of the of mean mean dey. tailed) difference difference items 
Lower I Upper 

3 9 10.24 3.60 152 4.25 0.00' 1.24 0.66 I 1.81 
-·p<O.O) 

In attempt to see whether or not there cou ld be favorable attitude of instructors and 
technical assistants towards student- instructor face-to-face evaluation one sample t
test was applied. In addi tion, the result shows that the observed sample mean (10.24) is 
greater than the expected population mean (9). This means that most instructors and 
technical assistants scored above the expected mean and is significant at 0.05 level of 
significance (see table 4). This implies that, most instructors and technical assistants 
want to be evaluated by their students through face-to-face evaluation. 

Moreover, two open-ended questions regarding student-instructor face-to-face 
evaluation were conducted in order to gather information about its strengths and 
weaknesses . The first question was "Do you think that stUdent-instructor face-to-face 
eva luation has strong sides?" the major points that were responded by instructors and 
technical assistants were: 
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evaluation were conducted in order to gather information about its strengths and 
weaknesses . The first question was "Do you think that student-instructor face-to-face 
eva luation has strong sides?" the major points that were responded by instructors and 
technical assistants were : 

1. Students may get chance to evaluate their instructors appropriately. 
2. The instructor will get chance to explain things he/she does not accept. 
3. It opens the possibility of coming to consensus on controversia l matters. 
4. It will result in mutual understanding and matured discussion. 
5. The instructor can get the real and immediate feedback from students. 
6. Since there is a two-way communication, misunderstanding will not be created. 
7. Any point that students raise will be discussed at the spot. 
8. It will create a friendly environment between instructors and students and hence 

is important for professional excellence. 

In contrast to the strong sides, the following weak sides of student-instructor face-to
face eva luation that was replied by instructors and technical assistants for the question 
"Do you think that student instructor face-to-face evaluation has weaknesses?" were: 

1. Students may discourage their instructors by using demoralizing words. 
2. Some instructors can get a chance to identify students that give criticisms and 

hurt their academic future. 

3. Some students may restrain from talking about their instructor's weak side for 
fear of reta liation. 

4. Some students may evaluate only the kindness of their instru ctor. 
5. Academica lly weak students may insult good instructors 
6. Students may not feel free to crit icize their instructors face-to-face. 
7. It may decrease instructor- student relationship. 
8. Some students can get the chance to eva luate their instructors by ideas that are 

not included in the criteria. 

The above statements concerning the merits and demerits of face-to-face eva luation 
shows that, even if most of the respondents show favorable attitude by outweigh ing its 
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better in the future through face-to-face evaluation. 

3.3.1. Attitude towards student-instructor face-to-face evaluation by teaching 
experiences. 

Table 4a- Descriptive statistics on student-instructor face-to-face evaluation. 

Teaching experience N Mean Standard deviation 
I - 5 years 116 9.95 3. 73 
6 - l0l'ears 15 8.07 1.67 
II years and above 22 13.23 1.54 

Total 153 10.24 3.59 

Table 4b- One-Way ANOVA for student-instructor face-ta-face evaluation by teaching 
experiences. 

Sum of sq uares df Mean square F S ig. 
Between groups 277.04 2 138.52 12.32 0.00* 
Within groups 1686.49 150 11.24 

Total 1963.53 152 
-• P<O.O ) 

As it was revealed in table 4b, there was statistically significant attitudinal variation 
among respondents by teaching experiences. Moreover, as shown in table 4a, the 
mean response of instructors and technical assistants with teaching experience 
between one to five years and with 11 years and above (9.95 and 13.23 respectively) 
were greater than the expected population mean (9). On the other hand, the mean 
response of instructors and technical assistants with teaching experience between six to 
ten years (8.07) was less than the expected population means (9). In other words, they 
did not like to be judged by students through face-to-face evaluation . This might be 
occurred probably due to lack of training and experience regarding stUdent-instructor 
face-to-face evaluation. 
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3.4. Attitude towards Studen ts' Evaluation . 

In an attempt to assess whether or not respondents show favorab le attitude towards the 
students' eva luation of instructors' performance, the fo llowing attitude rating statements 
(in the form of 5 likert-type scale) were presented to respondents to their opinion (see 
Appendix 3.2). 

1. Students' evaluations are highly influenced by received or expected grade. 
2. Students' evaluations are based on the instructors' personality rather than 

competence. 

3. Students give high rating to courses with lower standards. 
4. Students do not have experience and competence to evaluate their instructors. 
5. Students' evaluation of instructors' performance negatively affects instructor

student re lationship . 

The responses obtained from the above questions were presented in table 5 below. 

Table 5- One sample for students' evaluation. 

~I 95% confidence 
No. Expected Observed SI. df t Sig.(2· Mean in terval of (he 
of mean m(::an dey. j I tailed) I difference I-:--difference items 

Lower I Upper 
5 15 17.07 5.32 152 I 4.8 1 I .Q.OD' I 2.07 1.22 I 2.92 

·p<0.05 

In an attempt to see whether or not instructors and technical assistants show favorable 
atti tude towards students' evaluation, one sample t-test was applied. The computed 
value, shown in table 5, indicates that the observed mean of the sample (17.07) is 
substantially higher than the population mean (15) at 0.05 level of significance. 
Therefore, this indicates that instructors and technical assistants show favorable attitude 
towards students' evaluation. Th is may be because instructors are interested to know 
their strong and weak sides from their students. In add ition , accord ing to Wossenu 
(2005), students play an essentia l role in the evaluation of teaching. They are also the 
groups most directly affected by the quality of teaching. Because students are first hand 
observers in classes, they are in the best position to eva luate specific and critical 
aspects of classroom teaching. 
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3.4. 1. Attitude towards Students' Evaluation by Qualification and by Teaching 

Experiences . 

Table 5a- Descriptive Statistics for students ' evaluation. 

Q ua lificat ion N Meal! S ta nda rd devia ti on 
Diploma 25 15.12 4.48 
Bachelor deoree 40 17.45 5.83 
Master's degree 8 1 16.80 4.95 
PhD 7 24.86 0.38 

Tota l 153 17.07 5.32 

Table 5b- Descriptive Statistics for students' evaluation by teaching experiences . 

Tcachi ll2. ex perience N Mea n Standard devia tion 
I - 5 years 116 16.71 5.50 
6 - 10 years 15 13.60 1.68 
I I years and above 22 2 1.32 3.03 

Total 153 17.07 5.32 

Table 5c- One-Way ANOVA for Students' evaluation by qua lifications and by teaching 
experiences. 

.. 
Sum of dl' Men n F Sig. 

Variable Squares square 

The alti tude of instructors and technical Between 
I assistants towards students ' evaluation °roups 53 1.! I 3 17704 7.00 0.00* 

qual ification wise Within 
oroups 3766.24 149 25.28 
Tow l 4297 .3:i 152 

The attitude of instructors and technical Between 
ass istants towards students' evaluation oroups 592.94 2 206.47 12.01 0.00* 
By teach ing experience Within 

Groups 3704.4 1 150 24.70 
Total 4297.35 152 

. 

In an attempt to see whether or not there could be atti tud inal variation among the 

respondents towards students' evaluation faculty wise, qualification wise and 

experience wise one-way ANOVA was used. There were statistica lly sign ificant 

attitudinal variation both qualification wise and experience wise (see tab le 5) . This was 

supported in tables 5a and 5b , and discussed below. 
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As shown in table 5, the sample mean responses of diploma holder technical assistants , 
bachelor degree holder instructors, master's degree holder instructors, and PhD holder 
instructors (15. 12, 17.45, 16.80 and 24.86 respectively) are all above the expected 
population expected mean (15) at 0.05 significance level. However, the mean response 
of diploma holders was the least when compared to bachelor degree, master's degree, 
and PhD holders. This may be they thought that student ratings are not reliable ; 
students are not adequately trained/oriented to evaluate their instructors; and students' 
evaluation is based on instructors' personality rather than performance. 

As shown in table 5b, the sample mean responses of instructors and technical 
assistants by teaching experience, the mean scores of instructors and technical 
assistants having teaching experience ranging ffOm one to five years and eleven years 
and above (16.71 and 21.32 respectively) are greater than the expected population 
mean (15) While the mean responses of instructors and technical assistants with 
teaching experience between six to ten years (13.60) is less than the expected 
population mean (15). This indicates that, instructors and technical assistants between 
six to ten years of teaching experience negatively perceived students' evaluation of 
instructors' performance. This may be occurred probably due to the drawbacks of 
students' evaluation, such 8S the use of evaluation as a tool of revenge by students; 
students do not have experience and competence to evaluate their instructors; and 
students ' evaluations of instructors' performance negatively affect instructor-student 
relationship. 

Furthermore, an open-ended question which states: "Do you think that students' 
evaluation of instructors' performance has weaknesses?" was administered and the 
major responses are listed below: 

1. There is no discussion on the evaluation feedback. 
2. It is usually administered during final examination time so that students could 

carelessly fill it. 

3. Students that score low grades in previous courses may revenge the instructor 
when they get him/her in another cou rse. 
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4. Students do not have enough knowledge about the purpose of evaluation. 

The statements mentioned above ind icate that, most of the respondents show favorable 
attitude towards students' evaluation (shown in table 5) even though it has some 
drawbacks. Nevertheless, th ese drawbacks cou ld be the reasons that caused attitudinal 
variation among respondents. Therefore , it seems log ical that the effectiveness of 
students' eva luation could be questionable if it creates significant attitudinal variation 
among academic staff. Such variations may be happened due to lack of the provision 
of adequate training and orientation by the university to students and academic staff. 

3.5. Attitude towards Colleagues' Evaluation. 

To assess whether or not the respondents show favorable attitude towards colleagues' 
evaluation, the following attitude rating statements (in the form of 5 likert-type scale) 
were presented to respondents to their opin ion (see Appendix 3.2). 

1. Colleagues' evaluation is based on the instructors' personality rather than 
performance. 

2. Colleagues have limited opportunity to obtain all necessary information about the 
instructors. 

3. Colleagues' evaluation is not based on the classroom observation . 
4. Colleagues are the not rig ht persons to evaluate instructors' performance 

The responses obtained from the above questions were presented in table 6 below. 

Table 6- One sample t-test for colleagues' eva luation. 

95% cOllfidence No. Expec[ed Observed Sl. df [ Sig.(2- Mean level of [he of mean mean dev. tailed) difference difference items 
Lower I Upper 

4 12 12.78 3.94 152 2.46 0.02* 0. 78 0.15 I 1.41 
-'1'<0.0) 

In attempt to see whether or not the respondents show favorable attitude towards 
colleagues ' evaluation one sample t-test was used. As shown in table 6, the observed 
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sample mean (12.78) is significantly greater than the population expected mean (12) at 
0.05 level of significance. This means that most of the instructors and technical 
assistants responded favorably towards col leagues' eva luation of instructors ' 
performance. Therefore, most instructors and technical assistants perceive colleagues' 
evaluations as important indicator for teaching effectiveness. According to Shipman 
(cited in Melaku, 1992), col league evaluation helps to uncover and observe teacher 
attainments, aptitudes, behaviors, and creativi ties which are important yet difficult to 
measure in a formal approach . It is certainly advantageous that colleagues, who are 
usually from the same discipline, are familiar with departmental goals , programs and 
priorities (Areola, cited in Wossenu; 2005). Besides systematica lly and fairly done peer 
appraisal would help to identify and consider the behaviors that a teacher exhibits 
outside the classroom (Darling-Hammond et al cited in Melaku; 1992). 

3.5.1. Attitude towards Colleagues' Evaluation by Teaching Experiences. 
Table 6a- Descriptive Statistics for colleagues' evaluation by teaching experiences. 

Teachillo experience N Mean Sta ndard deviation 
I - 5 years 11 6 I 1.554 4.031 
6 - 10 years 15 16.4 31 1.254 
I I years and above 22 16.785 2.478 

Tota l 153 12.784 3.944 

Table 6b- One-Way ANOVA for colleagues' evaluation by teaching experiences. 

S UIll of sq uares df Mean sq uare F Sig. 
Between groups 344.14 2 172.07 12.78 0.00' 
Within oroups 2019.74 150 13.47 
Total 2363 .88 152 

-'P<O.O) 

In an attempt to see whether or not there could be attitud inal variation of instructors and 
technical assistants towards col leagues' evaluation faculty wise, qualification wise and 
experience wise one-way ANOVA was employed. The result shows, there was 
statistically sign ificant attitudinal variation both qualification wise and experience wise at 
0.05 significance level (as it is shown in the table 6b) This was supported in tables 6a, 
and discussed below. 
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sample mean (12.78) is sign ificantly greater than the population expected mean (12) at 

0.05 level of significance. Th is means that most of the instructors and technical 

assistants responded favorably towards co lleagues' evaluation of instructors' 

performance. Therefore, most instructors and technica l assistants perceive colleagues' 

evaluations as important indicator for teach ing effecti veness. According to Shipman 

(cited in Melaku , 1992), co lleague eva luation helps to uncover and observe teacher 

attainments , apti tudes, behaviors, and creativities which are important yet difficult to 

measure in a formal approach. It is certa in ly advantageous that co lleagues, who are 

usually from the same discipline, are familiar with departmental goals , programs and 

priorities (Areola, cited in Wossenu; 2005) . Besides systematically and fai rly done peer 

appraisal would help to identify and consider the behaviors that a teacher exhibits 

outside the classroom (Darling-Hammond et al cited in Melaku; 1992). 

3.5 .1. Attitude towards Colleagues' Evaluation by Teaching Experiences. 

Table 6a- Descriptive Statistics for co lleagues' eva luation by teaching experiences. 

Teaching expe rien ce N Mea n Standa rd dev iation 
1 - 5 years 116 11.554 4.031 
6 - 10 years 15 16.43 1 1.254 
1 I years and above 22 16.785 2.478 

Tota l 153 12. 784 3.944 

Table 6b- One-Way ANOVA for colleagues' evaluation by teaching experiences. 

Sum or sq uares df Mea n squa re F Sig. 
Between_groups 34 4.14 2 172.07 12.7 8 0.00' 
Within oroups 2019.74 150 13.47 
Tota l 2363 .88 152 

-'P<O.O) 

In an attempt to see whether or not there could be attitudinal variation of instructors and 

techn ica l assistants towards colleagues' evaluation faculty wise , qualification wise and 

experience wise one-way ANOVA was employed . The result shows, there was 

statistically significant altitudinal variation both qualification wise and experience wise at 

0.05 significance level (as it is shown in the table 6b). This was supported in tables 6a, 

and discussed below. 
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Furthermore, table 6b shows that the sample mean responses of instructors and 
technical assistants with teaching experience of six to ten years and with eleven years 
and above (16.43 and 16.79 respectively) are greater than the expected population 
mean (12). But, the sample mean responses of instructors and technical assistants with 
teaching experience of one to five years (11.55) is less than the expected population 
mean (12). Therefore , it is possible to generalize that instructors and technical 
assistants with teaching experience of six years and above favored colleagues ' 
evaluation. On the other hand , instructors and technical assistants having a teaching 
experience of five yea rs and below perceived that: col leagues' eva luation is based on 
instructors' pe rsonality rather than competence, colleagues have lim ited opportunity to 
obtain all necessary information about the instructor, colleagues' eva luation not based 
on classroom visitation , and so colleagues are not the right persons to evaluate 
instructors' performance. In addition, according to Areola (cited in Wossenu, 2005), one 
of the negative consequences of co lleagues' evaluation is that it brings bias due to 
previous evaluations, personal relationships, and peer pressure. 

In addition to the above likert type questions, one open-ended question stated "Do you 
th ink that co lleague evaluation of instructors' performance has weaknesses?" was 
administered and the major responses are summarized below: 

1. Colleagues' evaluation is usually influenced by personal relationships . 
2. Colleagues do not check each other on duties that are directly related to 

academics. 

3. Most of tile time it is done for formality. 

4. Most of the time co lleagues do not give due respect f j r evaluation . 
5. Usually, instructors get high score even though they are known academically 

weak. 

The weaknesses mentioned above as po inted out by respondents could result in 
attitudinal va riation among respondents (as shown in tab le 6b) . Therefore, it reflects til at 
the respondents may not got adequate training/orientation about col leagues' evaluation. 
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3.6. Attitude towards Department Heads' Evaluation . 

In an attempt to assess whether or not the respondents show favorab le attitude towa rd s 

the department heads' evaluation, the following attitude rating statements (in the form of 

5 likert-type scale) were presented to respond ents to their opinion (see Appendix 3. 2). 

1. Department heads' evaluation is based on the instructors' personality rather 

than performance. 

2. Department heads have limited opportunity to obtain all necessary information 

about the instructors. 

3. Department heads' evaluation is not based on the classroom observation. 

4. Departm ent heads are the not right persons to eva luate instructors' 

performance. 

The responses obtained from the above questions were presented in table 7below. 

Table 7- One samp le t-test for department heads evaluation . 

..,-----
95% confidence 

No. Expected Observed St. df t Sig.(2- Mean interva l of the 
of mean mean dey. tailed) diffe rence difference 

items Lower I Upper 
4 12 11. 74 4. 10 152 -0.79 0.43* -0.26 -0.92 L 0.39 

-* p>O.O~ 

Table 7 shows the observed mean response of the sample (11.74) was less than the 

expected popu lation mean (12). This shows that most instructors and technical 

assistants respond unfavorably toward department heads' evaluation. This was to some 

what sim ilar as to the findings of Halon and Mortenson (cited in Atsede; 1991) , stated 

that the major weaknesses of department heads evaluation that couid affect teachers 

attitud e are over expectations, personal relationships, reason for observation, own 

values and favored teaching methods. And Owen et al (1978) stated department heads 

evaluation is likely to depend on general impressions that are subject to halo-effect in 

which a single attribute colors the whole. 
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Moreover, an open-ended question which stated "Do you think that department heads 
evaluation of instructors performance has weaknesses?" was administered, and the 
major responses are summarized below. 

1. It is based on more of administrative issue rather than academic performance. 
2. Most of the time it is influenced by social approach or friendly relationships. 
3. Most of the time it is not based up on classroom observation. 
4. Some department heads do not seriously follow their subord inates' 

performance. 

5. Sometimes they may use that chance of eva luating role to revenge opposed or 
disl iked instructors. 

In general , the above weaknesses of department heads' eva luation may encourage 
most respondents to show negative attitude towards it (see table 7). Therefore, this 
seems that department heads evaluate instructors and technical assistants in contrast 
to the ro le they were expected to provide in faculty teaching performance eva luation . 

3.6.1. Attitude Department Heads' Evaluation by Qualifications. 

Table 7a- Descriptive statistics for department heads' evaluation by qualifications 

Qua lili cat ion N Mean Standa rd 
dev iation 

College diploma 25 12.224 3.097 
Bachelor degree 40 12.325 4. 293 
Master's deo ree 81 11.333 4.000 
PhD 7 11.353 1.718 

Tota l 153 11 .74 4. 10 

Table 7b- One-Way ANOVA for department heads evaluation by qualifications. 
,--

S UITl of squares df Mean square F Sig. 
Between groups 304.81 3 101.60 6.74 0.00' 
Within groups 2246 .73 149 15.08 

Total 2551 .54 152 

• P<0.05 

As shown in table 7b there was statistically significant attitudinal variation among 
instructors and technical assistants towa rds department heads evaluation by 
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qualification at 0.05 significance level. In add ition, table 7a showed the mean responses 
of master's and PhD holder instructors (11 .33 and 11 .35 respectively) were below the 
mean responses of diploma and bachelor degree holders (12 .22 and 12.33 
respectively). This implies that instructors holding master's degree and PhD might think 
that they were more qualified than those holding diploma or bachelor degree and they 
have tried to teach the subject in relatively better capacity but department heads might 
have failed to observe and evaluate them in line with their work. 

3.7. The Effectiveness of Faculty Teaching Evaluation Forms 

In an attempt to assess whether or not the respondents show favorable attitude towards 
the appropriateness, usefulness, and applicability of the faculty teaching evaluation 
forms, 12 items (3 from students' , 4 from colleagues', and 5 from department heads' 
rating questionnaires) were randomly selected. Then these statements are presented in 
the form of likert-type sca le, rang ing from more appropriate (5 points) to more 
inappropriate (1 point) , see Appendix 3-3. Finally, the results of tile responses were 
presented in table 8 below. 

Table 8- One sample t-test for the appropriateness usefu lness and applicability of the 
faculty-teaching evaluation forms . 

95% confid ence Variable No. Expecte Observed St. ctr t Sig.(2- Mean interval of the of d Inean mean de\'. tailed) diflC rence difference items 
Lower Upper The attitude or instructors 

and technical assiswnts 
towards the 
appropriateness of the 12 36 47.63 1.03 152 11.25 0.00' 11.63 9.59 13.68 facuity leaching 
evaluation forms 
The atti tude of instructors 
and technicnl assistants 
towards the use fuln ess of 12 36 47.67 1.00 152 II. 71 0.00 ' 11.67 9.70 13.64 the faculty leach ing 

I evaluation forms 
The attitude of instructors 
and technical ass istants 

I towards the nppJicabi li t)' 12 36 39.23 

1.

07

1 

152 3.02 0.01' 3.23 1.12 5.34 of the faculty 10 leachi ng 

I eval uation forms 

-
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As it was indicated in table 8, the observed mean responses of the sample (47.63, 

47 .67 and 39.23 for appropriateness , usefulness and applicability respectively) , were 

greater than the expected population mean (36) . This indicates that instructors and 

technical assistants perceived favorab ly towards the appropriateness, usefulness, and 

applicability of the faculty teaching evaluation forms that are filled by students, 

colleagues and department heads. 

In an attempt to see whether or not there could be significant altitudinal va riation among 

instructors and technical assistants towards the appropriateness, usefulness , and 

applicability of the faculty teaching evaluation forms from the point of view of faculty , 

qualification and experience by using one-way ANOVA, the result shows that there is no 

statistically significant variation at 0.05 significance level. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter deals with the summary of major findi ngs of the study; and based on the 

summary conclusions are drawn and presented. Finally, the recommendations, which 

the investigator assumes to be operational, are forwarded. 

4.1. Summary 

1. As revealed by the findings , most of the instructors and technical assistants of 

Hawassa Unive rsity showed favorable attitude towards the purpose of facul ty 

teach ing performance evaluation. However, examined in terms of qualification, there 

were statistically significant attitudinal va riations among respondents towards the 

faculty teaching performance evaluation. In this regard, the mean responses of 

diploma holders (15.24) are the least when compared with the mean responses of 

bachelor degree, master's degree, and PhD holders (17.8, 17.19, and 24.29 

respectively). 

2. The majority of instructors and techn ical assistants of Hawassa University showed 

favorable attitude towards the administration of the current faculty teaching 

performance evaluation. A statistically significant attitud inal variation among the 

respondents towards the administration of the cu rrent faculty teaching performance 

evaluation by teaching experience was observed. In this case, most instructors and 

techn ical assistants with teaching experience six years and above showed 

unfavorable attitude towards the administration of the cu rrent faculty teach ing 

performance eva luation . 

3. Regarding student-instructor face-to-face evaluation, most instructors and technical 

assistants of Hawassa University showed favorable attitude. They responded that 

student-instructor face- to- face evaluation , if properly conducted , could be useful to 

improve the quality of instruction by providing accurate and timely feedback about 
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the weak sides and strong sides of the instructors and technical assistants and help 
them to take timely measures to correct the weaknesses. On the other hand, the 
result showed statistically significant atti tudinal variation regarding student-instructor 
face-to-face eva luation among instructors and technica l assistants by teaching 
experiences. 

4. Furthermore, the findings of the study indicate that the majority of instructors and 
technica l assistants of Hawassa University showed favorable altitude towards 
students' evaluation. However, there was statistically sign ificant altitud inal variation 
towards students' evaluation among instructors and techn ica l assistants both by 
qual ificatio n as wel l as by teaching experience. In th is regard, instructors and 
technical assistants with teaching experience ranging from six to ten years perceived 
negatively towards student's evaluation. 

5. In addition to this, most of the instructors and techn ical assistants of Hawassa 
University showed favorable attitude towards col leagues' evaluation. However, there 
was statistical ly significant altitudinal variation regarding colleagues' evaluation 
among instructors and technical assistants by teaching experience. In th is case, 
instructors and technical assistants having one to five years of teaching experience 
perceived unfavorably towards colleagues' evaluation. 

6. The majority of instructors and technical assistants of Hawassa University showed 
unfavorable attitude towards department heads' evaluation. Tile possible reason for 
th is could be it is biased by personal relationships, it is based up on administrative 
issues than academic performance, most of the time it is not based upon classroom 
observation, etc. Furthermore there were statistically sign ificant attitudinal variation 
among instructors and techn ical assistants towards department heads' evaluation. In 
this case, the mean responses of instructors holding master's degree and PhD was 
below the expected average, and hence, they show unfavorable attitude towards 
department heads' eva luation. 
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7. Finally, most of the instructors and technical assistants of Hawassa University 
showed favorable attitude towards the effectiveness (appropriateness, usefulness, 
and appl icability) of items included in the students', colleagues', and department 
heads' rating questionnaire of the current faculty teaching performance evaluation. 

4.2. Conclusions 

The findings of the study reveal that most of the instructors and technical assistants 
show favorable attitude towards the purpose and administration of facu lty teaching 
performance eva luation. However, the average responses of technical assistants 
(diploma holders) were the least from that of instructors that have bachelor degree and 
above regarding the purpose of faculty teaching performance evaluation. In addition, 
instructors and technical assistants with teaching experience of six years and above 
show negative attitude towards the administration of the current faculty teach ing 
performance evaluation. This implies that facu lties and colleges of the university exert 
little effort to make the purpose of faculty teaching performance evaluation known by all 
instructors and techn ica l assistants. Therefore, it could be concluded that faculty 
teaching performance evaluation has been ca rried out wh ile there was attitudinal 
variations among the evaluatees towards its purpose and administration. 

Facu lty teaching performance eva luation is said to be reliable when multiple methods of 
collecting data about instructors' performance was applied. One of these methods was 
collecting data from student-instructor face-to-face eva luation. In this case, instructors 
and students are engaged in face-to-face conversation, in wh ich feedback proceeds in 
both directions, and hence the effect on teaching performance would be more effective 
and could have a beneficial effect on students' attitude and achievement, hence cou ld 
enhance the over all improvement of teaching-learning process. Even though, student
instructor face-to-face evaluation is not applied in Hawassa University currently, most of 
the instructors and technica l assistants showed positive attitude towards it. Therefore, 
most of the instructors and technical assistants are interested to hear their strengths 
and weaknesses from student-instructor face-to -face evaluation and they were 
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interested to hear how well they are teaching at the present, as well as how they can do 
better in the future. 

Despite the majority of instructors and technical assistants show favorable attitude 
towards students' evaluation, there were statistically significant attitudinal variation 
among instructors and technical assistants both by qual ification and by teaching 
experience. This might have happened due to the drawbacks of students ' evaluations, 
such as; lack of providing timely feedback from evaluation resu lts, administration during 
final exam time, the use of evaluation as a tool of revenge by students , and the 
question of knowledge and competence of students to evaluate instructors. This clearly 
shows that faculties and colleges of the university demonstrated little effort to 
orient/train students and academic staff. Therefore , because of such variations 
instructors and technical assistants have developed a feeling of mistrust on students' 
evaluation. Hence, this could adversely affect the satisfaction of the academic staff from 
faculty teaching performance evaluation. 

Rating of instructors' performance by colleagues was supported by most of the 
university instructors and technical assistants. In this regard , through different activi ties 
in the university and through work relations , co lleagues become sufficiently familiar with 
the work of other instructors to pass judgments on the competency of their instruction . 
However, instructors and technical assistants with teaching experience between one to 
five years negatively perceived colleagues' evaluation . In this case, new staff members 
got low rating from colleagues' evaluation because it discriminates them from the 
existing (experienced) ones. Therefore, this could make new staff members unwill ing 
and unresponsive to colleagues' evaluation. 

It was found that department heads' evaluation of instructors' and technical assistants' 
performance has weaknesses such as it concentrated more on administrative issues 
rather than academic performance, it was mostly influenced by social approach or 
friendly relationships, and mostly it was not based on classroom observation. Further 
more, sometimes it was made without following instructors' performance, and its 
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susceptibility to revenge the opposed or disliked staff members. This clearly shows that 

faculties and colleges of Hawassa University did not provide adequate training to 

department heads, when they are appointed to the position. Therefore, most of the 

instructors and technical assistants show negative attitude towards department heads' 

evaluation; and furthermore, there is attitudinal variation among instructors and 

technical assistants by qualification. Hence, this could make them to be unsatisfied by 

the decisions that are made through using such information as an input. 

Instructors and technical assistants demonstrated favorab le attitude towards the 

effectiveness (appropriateness, usefulness and applicability) of items included in the 

students, co lleagues and department heads rating questionnaire. However, these 

instruments emp loy a forced choice that asks students, col leagues, and department 

heads to make an assessment of the instructors' characteristics. Therefore, even 

though they showed favorable attitude towards the effectiveness of the assessors in 

students, col leagues, and department heads rating forms, there were no open-ended 

questions that indicate the evaluators' attitude of the primary teaching strengths and 

weaknesses of the instructor, and inviting evaluators to offer suggestions for 

instructional improvements. 

4.3. Recommendations 

1. Students' evaluation of instructors' performance can contribute to the effectiveness 

of faculty teaching peliormance evaluation when students fill the evaluation 

instruments/forms carefully. Therefore, to encourage a fil li ng of seriousness and 

purposefulness in completing the evaluation instruments by students. the university 

management should provide adequate orientation to students about the purpose of 

facu lty teaching performance eva luation and also administer the rating instruments 

to students before two or three weeks of the semester. 

2. Faculties and colleges of the university should arrange training to the instructors and 

technical assistants on the purpose and administration of faculty teaching 
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performance eva luation. This enhances them to develop a clear understanding on 

the purpose and administration of the faculty teach ing performance evaluation and 

hence can narrow the gap of attitudinal variation among them. 

3. Facu lties and co lleges of Hawassa University should continuously revise the 

assessors in the students ', colleagues' and department heads' rating instruments by 

participating instructors and technica l assistants. In addition, they shou ld include 

some standard open-ended questions in the rating instruments that ind icate 

students' , colleagues' and department heads' perceptions of the teaching methods 

of the evaluatees and invite the evaluators to offer suggestions for improvement. 

4. The faculties and colleges of the university need to train department heads on how 

to make effective instructor evaluation and include questions concerning the 

academic aspect of instructors performance in the department heads' rating 

questionnaire. 

5. The university should apply multiple methods of gathering information from students, 

colleagues, and department heads to make the faculty teaching performance 

evaluation reliable. In this case, they shou ld apply stUdent-instructor face-to-face 

evaluation by providing adequate orientation to students, instructors, and technical 

assistants. So that, instructors and technical assistants can get timely feedback 

about the ir work and hence help them improve their weaknesses immediately. 

-.. 
6. Effective performance evaluation is important for improving the quality of instruction 

by motivating instructors and technica l assistants in the universities. Because of this, 

the MOE in collaboration with the universities of the country should undertake a 

comprehensive research at a national level to identify areas for improvement and to 

establish a system of faculty teaching performance evaluation that is acceptable by 

instructors, technical assistants, and administrators of the univers ities. 
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APPENDIX 1.1- Questionnaire used to collect data about the purpose, administration, and 
student-instructor face-to-face evaluation, 

PART TWO- The following are a set of statements about the purpose, administration, and 
student-instructor face-to-face evaluation of instructor' perfonnance evaluation, 
Please read each item separately and indicate your opinion by putting a check 
mark <--J) against your choice, 

K ey: - St ronglyagree= SA A , 19ree= A U d 'd d UD D' , n eCI e = , lsagree= D S I d' tronE y Isagree= SD 
No Statement SA A UD D SD 
1 The purpose of performance evaluation is to decide on instructors' 

salary increment, promotion and reward for effective instmctors. 

2 The purpose of performance evaluation is to identify incompetent 
instructors so that to arrange in-service training, 

3 The purpose of performance evaluation is to identify incompetent 
instructors so as to dismiss them. 

4 The purpose of performance evaluation is to improve the quality of 
instruction. 

S The purpose of performance evaluation is to stimulate professional 
growth and development. 

6 Instructor evaluation takes place during the last two or three weeks of 
the semester. 

7 Students are allowed adequate time to complete the evaluation form. 
8 Students are allowed to direct the teaching methods of their instructors 

and suggest improvements. 
9 The instructor who is being eva luated leaves the room when students 

are completing his/her evaluation. 
10 Faculties show strong interest to keep the evaluation forms in a 

confidential maIUler. 
II Feedback to the instructor from face-to-face evolution can enhance the 

relationship between the instructor and students, 
12 Face-to-face evolution has a positive impact on teaching-learning 

process, 
13 Face-to-face evolution enables instructors to correct their weaknesses 

by providing feedback. 
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APPENDIX 1.2- Questionnaire used to collect data about students' , colleagues' , and department 
heads' evaluation of instructors' perfonnance. 

PART THREE- The following are a set of statements about students, colleague, and department 
head evaluators of instructors' perfonnance. Please read each item separately 
and indicate your opinion by putting a check mark C,J) against your choice. 

Key: - Strongly agree=SA, Agree=A, Undecided=UD, Disagree=D Strongly disagree=SD 

No Statement SA A UD D SD 
1 Students' evaluations are highly influenced by received or expected 

grade. 
2 Students' evaluations are based on the instructors' personality rather 

than competence. 
3 Students give high rating to courses with lower standards. 
No Statement SA A UD D SD 
4 Students do not have experience and competence to evaluate their 

instructors. 
5 Students' evaluation of instructors' performance negatively affect 

instructor-student relationship. 
6 Colleagues ' evaluation is based on the instructors' personality rather 

than perfomlance. 
7 Colleagues have limited opportunity to obtain all necessary 

information about the instructors. 
8 Colleagues' evaluation is 110t based on the classroom observation. 
9 Colleagues are the not right persons to evaluate instmctors' 

perfOlTIlance. 
10 Department heads' evaluation is based on the instructors' personality 

rather than---.Eerfonnance. 
11 Department heads have limited opportunity to obtain all necessary 

infonnation about the instructors. 
12 Department heads' evaluation is not based on the classroom 

observation. 
13 Depal1ment heads are the not right persons to evaluate instructors' 

performance. 

Open-ended questions 

1. Do you think that students' evaluation of instructors' performance has weaknesses? If yes, mention them. 

2. Do you th ink that colleagues' evaluation of instructors' performance has weaknesses? If yes, mention them. 

3. Do you think that department heads' evaluation of instructors' performance has weaknesses? If yes, mention them. 

4. Do you think that shldent-instructor face-to-face evaluation has strong sides? If yes, mention them. 

5. Do you think that student-instructor face-to-face evaluation has weaknesses? If yes. mention them 

6. III your opinion, what should be done to improve the existing evaluation system? 
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APPENDIX 1.3- Questionnaire used to collect data about the effectiveness of students', 

colleagues', and department heads' rating questionnaire of the current faculty 

teaching performance evaluation. 

PART FOUR- The following are set of items that are selected from students, colleagues, and 

department heads rating forms. Please read each item separately and indicate 

your opinion by putting a check mark C-V) against your choice. 

Key: More lnappropriate= l , lnappropriate=2, Undecided=3, Appropriate=4, More 

Appropriate=5 

rhr,~·,,~: ,I·true-"- .,,;:m,.,. (ftI?"ut ·'} ffll 'JI)"']{f1/.J' UD/,u6'.c·r·T n·" f·IlJtflJ"r· j OP't. CJt.\ Y.t.fFJ;Cj 1l ;' .... "6'.m· \'OlU/Ufl 

To what extent the To what extent the To what extent the 

'1' f'oll'1?U'l lJ'l.f' uo/)&.C'" item is appropriate? item is useful? item is applicable? 

-", 1 21 3 4 5 1 21 3 41 5 1 1 2 3 41 5 

Students Rating Form 

I ~) ·""H~ 1")'?"uC')' (R.t.li?, )"--; 

nuurn'''?'' -,'{H'Y" b'A i 

2 O"'I.lInFI:(/)· /. . ", Ci' f.D ":;. 1I"'I.m,J>/\II· 

'I' .N?':)' °'1.' I <; 'P. OU", t'm'}'I .e.: '1'.:> 

.I'.lInltl l t'll'1.JJ(Vnl :l~m· &.",cifPT 

\""O'urn'J 'I.IL .I'.u"y:~tll 

3 ;»', J»C'I ')' I.t'~t',.)·r; o "'I . .P 'l f (/). 
,/.}.1', 9""lI]C tlc~l,n ·}· ~1t\0l' 1 

"",(Jllt?'T9" ·I·'In.a"') h·nC ,e. llnltl l 

Colleagues Rating Form 

4 011 ,"11 , f "'I.lIm+·} (' t. ,t ei '0.'1")' 

!1i (vt ,tlll .::>t · f01un,?fTlJI:\: : 

5 \'!1 (} '1,"" pit· .I'.-I·O~tl l hM· 

'1M.t.n~' .:>C f . i'Ii m aJ-') f~"'I:t ;»t,. 

IMIMI O·I' 'IO.(/)· J'h~·(/)·~·tI " 

6 '1''''1 t.?,"j'" {'(J'1.'laD 7?"n} IIY .. 

O"ltlll' J'1i 'I-9""ltl ! _" fl "} /.fIJ:r. '} 

O,.tV t-;fm·Cj n . h'Xl,fI IlJ." (/)·111. ,1'1' (/)· 

.('M, .~·tI?' nml.II Ci(r.'I ')· g:loo"} Cffll:\. : : 

7 {J tlt\,tlj!\ (j onmrp CIl J!.?" 

rll.II"T 1 •. 0'1:(1' MI.:r· '/ '1'11' t'\n Clo lY'i 

,l'.'l'o,tI : 

Department Heads Rating Form 

8 '1 ""I t ?' or· .) ll 'i.l!, I.MNI.', ·I, ·I,.,·C 

.I'Y.C.?tI ; 

9 '1' '''l t ?'l' yO'll. 'Juu'JolI ·n') ·'i IIY .. 

O·?tlx· P(l'I'9"(II6\ 1 ·/ · rJIlt J.D:r 'i 
nl"'-' /. .:/:0). Cj 0'1'(,[:1.1]"1)' OJ·m. ;J-'/:Ol· 

.('III •. r:tI?' O"'/.'K'P.'i'l· .I':/"""I"'Itl l 

10 .PliO-I, 9"tl'iy,/·ci rt,'i:tI ;)~6.(/)· 

'l.raH· iJ °"1,,('il'l'9"Cn } '} fh'i: tI 11'1')' 

l l,etlm·ri'?" 1 hJ'O"'t'\t\ (;:9" 1 hh~'tI 

I • .I', -I·C?" 1 

11 tN) ('on']?"'1?" ; fll.lI":l' ·) ~J P-' I,... 

M")'''' (/)·Ild· ~} cro '19" 'J?n l OllkT 
{' fro,]?"']?" Ii· ',.;1' £Io ·n}Cj '7,1!,,;J' 

m.U"/··) .I'.-~O~tI ' 

12 .PM"') ;,. (.,;/, O'?tlX" ; O·I·'/O.(/)· 

u" .~·t.h ~,l'. J'-/'ClJtl l 
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APPENDIX 2.1- Students rating questionnaire 

.,. ,/?U,:J°'l,tn· (/II~UUC II!)" ri.~" 

l't'CA· 'I)!. ',.) ' ---------A:-.Y- "A.·'·C;------t.-!':----

t1u"/t'I""/. 
1, ~\.e·}).~·}·':· 'i l ' uU 'I!)"'}"', . ." ',',,'n n'I";:)"I: h'HI'fl 

2. 111I'/IHllIm· l'UII'J!J"'JII'l.Y ',FI'·n ti'))' \'(I/19"uCU') 

1. I'°'J{H,(I'/( ; ',,"/:(1:+ 
2. 1")'Y"uc·)· '''''to·t.· 11 
3. tlrn:J·r'\.r, q;ht. 

3. Iltl'JfHUJ(U' I'UII'II),, 'I"'J,J' ','T·fI til),)' 1'(lIlj}"UCU') f /).'/'. tlt.y'~9" IlflfllY" 't/ ;H'r,: Mlll Wllj.l" hl ,:./ .;;: (l'I~'!'( : 

"' uu'l'lIt:' 11'/""""f1lW' (I)'fl't' tl '}·'l ,'i ouutHl·n ~ \ ('fIl t.\)Jl ; 

'1'.' 1, \'/lU 'I \1"'}'''I.,!' (Ju(I!.,l:·;· nnw" · 1I ·1··1·~: 
o-;-:-rc- - -

,110' ,1111 ~l fl :'I' 1l''I!!' 

'1/+,/,1;,' 'j: :;: /1 ', >/' -- -

1 \' '"1'1''' U(: ' /: '~ tl(Il :/·'1'v. '/lc/l r: '~ " /I" 
/I "Itl X· t1· /""II.JP :r 1 2 3 4 5 

. ('l'\lII·.'h~ i " "'9"UC-I:'} '/iCI/(: '}I\'''I 1l1''l.I I.I /)· ta '/""/ (.:)1:), . "Itly,-

J' Y.r: .Jt.\/t\!-,"tlf'l. , m~9" 11t'~+ n \~ '1,'/; ... (j) II," 

I' -)-Y"uC .,,'j .P-I ':" h (II"i '1'\ ,l>,'} 

-- - -.-- .. -

2 ·/lI."/IC II'I:~ /I "Itl y, ,{'I)(Il.:h':\ i 1 2 3 4 5 

\~')'9" Ur:' I :'} '/lelll: .('.11 ')' {t 'UI hm"i'l'\g,' } III 'I. I', t'lt\,.'~ [fU' I'e ;' 

.t'll fl\('\ i .(""I:'1t1 j --- -_ ... - -

-~ ()(\ "'J,Y( I'l '~" 1.1 /). ') 'Y"UC-)· 'II"lf+ "··IIi. 1 • .1':(,"/ " .1'-I'(:'1t1 , 1 2 3 4 5 

') 'Y"IJI: ')-
---- - - -

4 fO'/.,I'() ' / '9" I. ,I)' '} ,/" 'lQt·'I? ',, /;'} n},"I)t\, 1\\' .I'.'//. , nl l.,1~(,\ i 1 2 3 4 5 ---_.- - -

/I·-,.y"Ur:·" .p-II :'· ant'll.'?' -)-Y"Ur:,,"j 
~- '/11:'111: .('o/'(:'1t1 j 1 2 3 4 5 

') 'Y"IIC"") 
- --

6 W"/(I ' I" "l tP j~ 'j1: (I(TU fIl -"9" .<" "C'ItI j 1 2 3 4 5 

7 ml',:I\· m,()'1' I'" .v" (. fI' :r-') ' f'j'-I: """'01\" j'()'" Ii'? .':1.\ 1 2 3 4 5 
--

8 m",:t\ 0)-(1 ' 1' .,.u'Jt.fJ-'r (j(\ ')'Y"UC'I, '/ "1(Fhn"}'j' l ,fl ,,'Y\' ;J·:t:m·'} 1 2 3 4 5 

).,)!l.'ItlX· ,(',&':'-.':A i /I ') 'Y"UC'" 'H;J'&, ~I ',,1tU" J ' .1'/ll ; ' ·;J ·t\ 

9 I\') 'Y"UC'" rn ,oJ'°'l. \' U"J' {/nl:\an:~:IJ:r ', K·t\nltl ; 1 2 3 4 5 

.('CIII/t\ ! (I)·f!l .. I: ';Y\l J'~(j)· :I't\ ! assignments, work sheets review 

qucstiOJ1S 

10 I" "M I")" "UC') ' au/.:fi:lJ:r,·, (1 (111(11-"9" j'(H'9"t.,1:\ i 1 2 3 4 5 
- --

11 \'O'I,m -/'9"1l:/:cn,'} 1'9"Wi II Y .. fI':r- h"'I' ~')f(IJ ' n:,' .r:I"] . .e M ·u'It.P''1'- 1 2 3 4 5 

Y: /I:\Y,I:\ 1 -_." .. _-_. 
12 \' /" 'I '(j ' !'P, /!}IJ'-},-'i I I (H ,(1tll.m' ') 'Y"UI: ')' .OC )111 9",(', ,('(II111A j 1 2 3 4 5 ----

13 n (ffJ, nt'll ;r:(JJ' t., .,.Ijjon:r flU'}, rIl :J,tl fl ' ' 1',e-1:9J T II'1.W;t/? 00"/ {/I"i '/,l': 1 2 3 4 5 

'I' ,'J y,/VljA i (\(/'1, P (1)111:( (1), /,,·I '(; fL",f \", 'llflf!l" '1.11. Y,{./uY:IJA! ._-- --
14 tl till. ,e{1'! '9"1. (/)' ')'Y"IJC')' Mt.AI. ~'f " , (;: :""i 1II .,/,(1'/. I'/J"/")"; 1 2 3 4 5 

\'(f'lflH'i'i {referencel (/1I~ ih (' :')' 'I/( :'1/(: 71110:):(J:·, \', .1:'.(1"1/.\ i - -~-- - " 

13 (}'''I. r'lrlrf ln' /.,,/.e;:)!'Y f'l"'I.m:J't'lf'l' ' 1',!" 1: 9 ' :r '''I, 'I ,; el? ,1lI"/ (/11';".\',' 1 2 3 4 5 

1/' .:) ,t'.()"I/.\ 1 (\"'I,,I'(JJfIFHIl' t. .. "e;:)!:),. \"/ 'OU( II '/ '1./1, .l',(/fl,l':'1/.\ i ---"4 . 
\'11"1 ':" '; 

--

14 tl "'/. .e{I · / '~ " I,(}I' ·j-y"ur:·)- M('.~'I. ;I"I/I'I;;:Y.'} (11 .')''''1. 1 2 3 5 

"15 
1""I I'I 'I 'i'i {referencel {/I1Y,ih f ,:'I' '/11."111: h l l . ·) ."t~:··I" ,(',I''' /A i ---_. -- -

fH 'ulI,I',n(\ ') ' ·) ·Y"UC·)- )/(,:1'1 '1.1 1. II'}') ' I>!I'IIC p:/I;:/.\ i MoI. Ii ·l ·y" 1 2 3 4 5 

)/(, :(\ '1.11, IJIJ1J 'ti'i ,I!.()fllt\ j 

16 h', :1\ '/.'1.(//.') nl, 'l'"'' f'l "'}(I'I ,III/ f. ""'l'lC 1.(I/·1.t1 1 2 3 "--'---4 5 - --

17 .,,(1', (. }n '-}'-') 1'I{/1Ic: ,I~'I' \'/I.e:' A'} ,) ' o r' .":fI ,('(JJ,:J'/'\ ; nan,I',nt l l· 1 2 3 4 5 

A'I ') ' ' j 'O'] (.:)1 ':f' fl (II/,j' -N :n' 'f' \' ll t l.c~ (J 'I.)1 '1'-"II:' :r- (/U',:} (il. 

g,/,.t\ ,?tI .. -" 
18 1'·,·0', /,9"-)'-') T",£: 1'1(1', ·'1(;11'1' &. :J' ,('.1;:- 'u,,' 1 2 3 4 5 ---

19 I U
', 

I,uC'}} l.t,IIt.H"; fl lll/.PI' r w· /AJ', 9""JfJ C I.CI,P)·)· Mm· ; 1 2 3 4 5 

1'I ", {II1t9)l}''' " "111.(11-') h'Or: p.()"I/.\ i 
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APPENDIX 2,2- Colleagues Rating Questionnaire 
{'hfj:'J'~; ·1'9"VC:/· 'hJ;oY]'}' U09"U&·'} OO'J9"1°VY oo/»/..c-r·:r OP't· rJt\ .¥.l,(FI.i {,(Ill/Ill" 

~'·I·'1?".:JOTJ. {W" (i{;l)'" 901U/."' _ ___ ___ _ _ 

{"}'?"vc'}' t,tj":t.\ (V"1.iH·~, P.t': ---
au~'lt'l6l>L 

1. 1"('V','i.v,, ','I"n wn ~ .. ~ !,'Hln' 
2. 1,'IfW'''' {'17U'I?"'}°'l,J' ','I'·n ttl)' \} p'/". (]t\J'.tfJ,91'; {' p,t· (l6.!{~?U hWll?" '11:""";: l,ilh W'}9" hl,:.",;: n·/:(J"'c 

',·unTIIC.' h,,,,,'ourllOl' mNl' 1,1'1:) nonhn·/l ,pontlh"'" 
3. ?"lit.VI·}· 1,'iP,· {'ao1?"?U1J,JJ ',f1'·n (,PUt· llt.\.{'.l,fI9J'; O(."I.ulI '/I'/'O'/- 'UI. '1'1t;. (' (fI},f'.unt'lh·"Ql· hlf'/ 

""J!.anl\h,,·m·?"" nU'I.fleD· p'e {'.j·"'O'0fllOJ"; ?"t.\t,.)· " x" ,(".)100':: 

','. ('OO'I?"?nTT.J' ""M.C')' Ot'}?" · 1I'1 '· ' ·~: OIltltl(\<;: hf,:., ,;;: 0"19" M~.(IUt'lh 

'I: 'l/·l· ·/·<;; htJ:./,K, "' OJ-?" 

1 n')'9"UC')' h,"~' fuo(J'lC "'IM'''''C /»&, I 2 3 4 5 X 
\''''I.7i7iM')·') '/ '~/fl .c""C'lt.l , ' I '<'l ')'~':?" 
,ry.C,7t1 n')'9"UC-)' h(j~t'\ · :r'''IG'T II.IlM, 
('OII'i»"J, '/<'l,n puo'I61'I.t\ ! ",~:,,{;:'1u 

,rY.(:?tI" 
2 nan·J'OJ· '1' r; -)- t~· 9"C?"C ,('.r.C?tI " I 2 3 4 5 X 

3 r'!'~") · <; 9"C9"C;·'} 'I.Y. -)- n"'S~(l'·,; {,,'· '!";m·'} I 2 3 4 5 x 
OJ·"d· ft lIt/,l11) ft h:J ·:f OJ- {'hn,)!: " .. nl ' I · ~ ·n 
!'<'l0). ,,),tI,, 

4 MbAI. II. U") ~'''I,!'~'I'?'' ('.'1'0)' "r:~'r- I 2 3 4 5 x 
{JO'UH'lflltJ' 7,0'('-: 1'1;'1;')"1 fI,?·l:/,YtI. n,'j 
mj.," UI)~(l\Ij~')· !'II,o:l\tI , g,)\·1·tI " 

5 I,m·""/,') , t\9"·~··} '/·tln 'I,'),,· '1.ltOJ0 I 2 3 <I 5 X 
o-!·unY.nn,)· 1)..11.· !'(Il·~tI" 

6 h'i,V. M&A'I.''''' h·,..,J:ulJ. ~~Ol' " .. nl·,·II·n I 2 3 4 5 X 
UJJ·JH(? 1,'1t.1"M'+ !'nlh;J·tI" 

7 tlun(1I1C 1 t\unuot·UDC i til( A t~ \~(J1Jft·' · {(11 t y I 2 3 4 5 X 
l\'II'b'; ')'-')'" flf l 7.,-"h(j>}. ,} "(''lIt .:.>:£I: .). ~V;P,.fl 

I>iIM!"r·') l'Iun(ll("9tJ(j t-II") ~"'I7i7itl 1't,,) , 

g,Y.l?tI " 
8 hr('· )~/.,p' ·r ~tlY.lM· , '1''''!tP'TC; I 2 3 4 5 X 

uJ/.·,'·7 ... ·T ?C , ' · "]~·n ,r,c; ,,''l'ne- ,e.I\(,·tI , 

9 !,~(Il") /.\ 'I" J!: (j !,Ol"i")· ~'ltl!'.t, (I'I: ~"'I'I&.tI 1 2 3 4 5 X 
.".?~: g.IfCjt\:: 

10 nh'i:~' n"U.l,/· f1·nMP'T ~J', J',<'l,j-t,.tI" \ 2 3 4 5 X 

11 I1hr,~ ~· {NI'J,(Un"I"; {' t" "r; '11,1")· flM . .v,:/:IlI,?('· I 2 3 4 5 X 

~,'Ifm'?"'! tI" 
12 nh,"~' {,()1/.P.t,', · {J oo9"U/','} ·n,<..)- '?9"'IO"} \ 2 3 4 5 X 

J',<'l'i'1·tI" 
13 ftlo'I,"'; P' /' · .r,,/'n~tI ! Mt- 'lM.ln": ;JC \ 2 3 4 5 X 

{"/' r'lfllw"i rlll"/, 'J: p~t· 1~·nMI n·I"IIl,m· 
S' h Ii (f).(;'t\:: 

14 .,.O'ltfJ}:r.', ~)'''1.·1 on<'l?'°n .). IIY .. n"lt.I?; I 2 J 4 5 X 
,rM'?"(~tI , "'U>ltP''i-') n/~(,·'I'm·~· 

n" ' ,;]~Nl:' (D·m,;J ·'I'm· Yflh.r.:AfP n(}ll. W"(P.~} 

,e ']au")OTI t.\:: 

15 ~ '''IM'"7t!' rt·P'1·· \" /·lhlJ'I'o"') I 2 J 4 5 X 

on"l t!' P''i- W1V }:J"11 7,·'P'. "'OlJ(Il' .c' ,~C:JtI , 
("/·n~i'i· UD"'tJ'}D:r'j' I,~' P':r- Jl(''I.ILOl· 
I,H.U·'/,;l·O)· j!..m'?CiA 1,', aJ ,e?'u 71 '} p.. (fl ,/'/. 

n.c ,7t.1" 
16 r~'nII~ II,>,)' ,Ph,nt-tl , n~(,· 9"1J'},r-)- t\P'/'· I 2 3 " 5 X 

~H'.~,'·: I : Vllmo"') f1'mC:' lI'i')' ,('h'n(,·tI" 
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·1'. {'on1911"]Utl.J' uoi'lI..C·)· 0"19" 'IH"I ' ~: M-:·";;: 0"19" M~,uu"h 

,'~ 
hfj:·,'<j: ou1l hM: hlj:·I ·I~ '/'01'9" 

17 O ·I·'~uo. {' p.'/.. o'} ')' O ' I "~uo · 1,lIm+C I 2 3 4 5 X 
r(TII'f'j.)· t\9",l'; 11I"Ill)': : 

18 "'P"1l }'l hp/.· '/y.')' '\ '} .~. (rolf '/,', ,("'I'O~A i I 2 J 4 5 X 
n'79"'1(111 r·'··"';· no. MI·,·.<'\'·!'·T·) i'.'I'Il~A 
l }dH·J'{'·f·:f·'}9" O/..v&-O)· /VJljIH .. } ·Cj 

(laD'I'C"!?"'" .e,'1't·t.\:: 
19 rl,At'A 011(1)'1' roy.?" fLlI"·),· It .V:iWIf' /,;1.')', I 2 3 4 5 X 

"" 111: ~lIu",n ,('.'Pt.·A" 
20 rpt.·ov) ,V.l. }i,tj \'{IlJ.,f'(J}"} hl1C .eml1:J'A" I 2 3 4 5 X 

21 IVtr.(,'\:f: ·'·10.m·') h·ne g.OnlA" I 2 3 4 5 X 

22 }'fllD'" ~,(.,:). O"/tW,', 1I·1·'in.m· uoK'lh ~.e. , 2 3 4 5 X 

,<'",'CfJA" 
23 II '''IM·o'l M' \'· I·/,h'l'l'to·') /,:I'IP'·),· "0&.11 '1 I 2 3 4 5 X 

IIkT lIuuoh' h°'1 . .<'fH'?"t;· Olllj"ut,', ,'r: 
1I .?t.· IlUO(!l"'?" /..:}, Y. 'i' i'.If~·A i {'UO'-'ltP 

/,'1'/.')' 11..<' .?'P?" 1\.11 .. 'r QfI?"V/,' " 

1I·)·9"UC:)·,,'m· ",,,,\,],). r07.<'fI&.AYI' m·') 
(Jl}Ul t .r Om' 11-). IIm'l1m')' (l~ ~ ",.)· MOl'" 

24 \"I',/,I]'I'oV) uo"It.,rlP:)'· n-/. I1,m·~· Il-i' lhn II ,). I 2 3 4 5 X 
JI.'l. :)' fnoO'nt'ln "lY .. :)·(Il·· ) .eOlnlA" 
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APPENDIX 2.3- Department heads rating questionnaire 

f ',·'IY".?'''I,O]· nv" _ ___ _____ __ ' jUD' ,' y"Ul. ')· _ ___ ____ _ 

1")'Y"Ue-)' h'l'A _ _____ ____ n.'~I,o ' I·~. _ ___ I'.r: _ _ _ 

oo''lt'lr.l'l. 

~lr} .~ ·i '!~· ') l'(/D'J?"'I" '/.5' ', 'i"n fl iP'; ,'J"I: ~\ ';-n·n 
fla'l'til'ce',.)- "'v"l 

hl,',fl·flhm· ~}rro1'1"l1IU' ','l"n 1,'J.Y \'uol)ut-'; {'I»t-- 1,&.?,?t9" hW'W" '11:" "' r,; },(lh W!]?" h(,--:"';';: n'I:'l'lC ', 'anTIIC:' 

h"""UD(I1O]' I,)·'},') nonhn·n l,ooAh')' j 
?"Cjt\'1'}' (\'},(~ . fao 'l(jU'/nt/.Y ','l"(1 UD?"V<"} n?o '~' (IDlnn ')' 'I.1t. '/ 'I t;~ \'°'1.e.uutih·"{ll· hUH, hg.uoflh·'·{Il·9" fl(llJ.t'IOl· 

/ P C f'''I.'1'UD(I1Ol··) "X" Y"Ah') ' hnn·" 

"'.'1, \' oP'l(I"'lcry,,(' UDM.e-)· WI]?" '!I·l'·,,;;: O'I)llh l't";: hfj>/.;;I flnl?" 'I,f',(}'ul'll'l 
M':./·';: h":·/_;';I -"W,?" 

1 fI °'1.Pfl·"l)" L(j)· "ell n" ' II ,?,~:OJ' 11.1In1l !/lCIl I 2 3 4 5 X 
.' 

Po,lIntTn')/ ,,"u'l.·)· /lCIl I,Ol+~";} YII;.>:f{t\ ! 
2 , t.' ,·'i') n'l.ILO]· I,C'I" .r1ll.h'lA I 2 3 4 5 X 
3 1" "10,,'"'1 t.r UDL~ un"'t,rfP:f' 1,'7~·n't·)· I 2 3 4 5 X 

" /Relevance/ !.r'loo'lrm j!.OoCfI)t\ i J'II;;:(jt\ 
4 II ')'Y"UC'" M&.~ 'I. fUJI" X·,',·6·;:r· ') .e~·1·t.\ I 2 3 4 5 X 

r ! 1I')Y:t,Ol·.).j ,rl1.~;qA 

5 nun. PO)' ~l'li'}'{i ?"C9"C .('Y.C;JA j ~Ul\ (i·': 'i I 2 3 4 5 X 
'1 .. 0' 1I ') '?"uc+ n'l'II ' UV,)"U/.·'j tj' "'"'IM o:r-

r nHI., :e:n ,)· lflJ}!; l.h J'<"lOJ':!'A j 

6 h~r'l'I:(i 9"C'''t,'· {'," 'f1m· OJ·IIl .. )· I 2 3 4 5 X 
11"'1.0011 h;H:Ol" {" h':£~' ,),·Ot,,·11·0 J'<"lOJ''''A , 

7 ·'·9:uo . n ""'U'II .:J )"FJ!m' }9°lJC;J'Q? ~·IJIliI~ ··r· I 2 3 4 5 X 
. M'f'1.A 1 

8 h' I'>,:oo' (V'G};}, nUlI .J·(l). {' ({'I. II ;J"P:'(i M· ~\ 'i P,:l:"; I 2 3 4 5 X 
n;J·lItln ,)· II'OM .('.<'1-,·I,·A 1 

9 nun. ,em·(; nM(Il' t\9"Y.: t'H·~~lTl)· {Jtry,m1' 9u I 2 3 4 5 X 
'Jue''!· n tJl1.JJfl1~ P~6' ~ }'. ,M'H·A ' 

10 n"'I . .rM·Y"l.OJ· "CII , \P,Pr,ft II-",:J ·~:r·') 1I0n l.I;')' , 2 3 4 5 X 
{' (-"7, J' () :)', ft . oo9";,,r,; .}. ~\ ti' ;o:ccift .. :}: ~l·iP'. nl· 
,e(l1.e:J·A : n,H ·t\?" J,'.I!.C .:Jt:\ ; 

11 hrc\· ;) ~t.,~T , ~A.~l.~T ! " ''"1tf''T'~' I 2 3 4 5 X 
lJJI.."'~"·:f. .?C , '·"}~ ·n· ,.,,; ' I'~ 'OC' ,MeI·Al 

12 ,- '1r."7t· ')1l hm·'}'·I'· 11,/' '''1 tf"l {',\I,W''1.h 9\'hC I 2 3 ·1 5 X 
,ennlA j 

13 ,- ".oMf" :!'- ') 71'iJ', MtAI,','" ' I""C ,I'Y.C;JA j I 2 3 4 5 X 
14 "''"1tf''T' rO·I. 1(flJ·?m' · n ·~··i II.Q" n"IA~' I 2 3 4 5 X 

J'{H'9"fI}t.\ i "'"'lt~T'} np'/,·;':m·Cj n"'a~,~ 'f» 
O).(I1J:,:O). J'IIM:A~ W"I.'K'P. ) ·)· ,e.'lou"}nt/t\ i 

15 fI (''/ tJ ·, . try t.(' / ""t· 1" I·l.hlFfav) ooult.('$J1'.fo I 2 3 4 5 X 
n~") ",." ~\ ·i~. <"aDm' .rr.C;JA 1 

16 I""n~i'l' QlI"lt.r:;v:1s I, .~'f":r 01' '1.11.0)· I 2 3 4 5 X 
~, ' }.r. V·'/. ;.I·m· .e(II"/'iA I ,. 

" /mj!..9" 7,'}·V..lll'/'/ ' 
.(',~.C,;JA ! 

17 IIr&.Ol· \""Arnov i r~' a,t.·)· ODultJ' j !'n.e' I 2 3 4 5 X 
QU'/!:\ 'I)' ),~'f"'r fl '/:mfl'j n",.,n.Ol· 1I ''''~oo · l)Jt· 

'Il~: .<'Ol·~A j 
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'1'.,1, \' ClfJ'19"'JUtJ.J' UIIO{..C-)· onw" 'I/ ')" " 'j: u u1 lhll11 h(J:"'~: II")?" M',uullh 

h fj:- I ' ~: hlj ~' l '~: "'m·II" 

18 M'P)J'S il(/V~/', /"'{. ·fP:f· II.M·" ;~~6,OJ' I 2 3 4 5 X 

n '"1. un .r: n OJ· I Pt· ~Y, ).',"1'/'1.':,; 

19 Ilhr,:Il· 1'·I·un.r.nll ·)··} !i'l') ' y tl ·nt·A 1 I 2 3 4 5 X 

20 Vrfll .. rtH '9" l()) · '} "cn n!i~ ' I: ~:9"C n!i~ ' I : I 2 3 4 5 X 

,r J!,{..!'t'(JI/t\ 1 

21 J'f10<l: ?"Iny·j-<,· fh'I~A ?~6,OJ ' ''1$'01':'' I 2 3 4 5 X 

ftJI1.PIH '?"cn·) ' ~i \'hfi:l.\ !i~ ')' 1,,e,llm''1'?n 1 

1,J'lH·I\1.\ fi:?" ! hh<;:A il,e,·N.~9" i 

22 fn ·nM !i'l') ' Ph·nt.·A 1 I 2 3 4 5 X 

23 me' !i 'l')' '/O}. 'flll" fJm(fun· !ill,': ).','/ '11.1 1 I 2 3 4 5 X 

24 n·h':un . (' / Pc;.. !i'l ')' n · f·~:ulJ. 1,II01")'e' r owr 'i ')' I 2 3 4 5 X 

(A{r,v: MOJ' i 

25 hrt.·OJ· .'c n'/'J'J'II rllmOJ") (!J,e?" I 2 3 4 5 X 

\"","0 nov; {"I'me' 1'1'1.). J'h·nt-A 1 

26 /,.!i.') rdl)'19"~/9tJ j I' M "T" ) (' P'&- ·n . .p·) ·Cj I 2 3 4 5 X 

OJ·m. )· rUO'19"'I9U j nl'lk:l" {'ao'19"'19U 11-'"". 
r/u·n·)·c; <?Y,, ;J' Clut/H/"; i','I'n~A , 

27 W1?"1lf1/ ("" '1'1· nn. M'I 'PI" I':r') i','I'n~A 1 I 2 3 4 5 X 

M ·I·Yf·r·T··)?" op .. t ·m· ft ll'/tl" ' }t;' fluD'I'C)?" 

).', ' r6·A ' 
28 1'1'1' ( 111 /, f,1J:r '1'C;. 9"t'\n, le'A ({'lY",t.\1 Il.V") I 2 3 4 5 X 

,(',1't-A i f ""(rOJ") y.t.lfCj {'OIl ·J'(U" } h·nC 

.l',m·O:l'A , 

29 f l ,A"A'i O'O(fl(t~ (ilK,?" 1' 1'1,1'1 ":1" /,":)'11[' 6~:1'- 1 2 3 4 5 X 

YI:1r ~l'Iunln .e~'6·A : 

30 t1P'/.~ ;) ~6 ,$D:1" 'i ~A.~a"r ·I,·m.m··) h·ne I 2 3 <\ 5 X 

Y,i1f1IA , 

31 '<'1'\0)-') :"G.:) · W'/t\:J,,", n·I·,/o.OI· fm,r,:l.h ~.l', I 2 3 4 5 X 

Y'I'C~A' 
32 tl'11/{H· OTJtJ' r·l·lhIJ'l'm·') 1,:1' $D'-)'- '1!I6,M I'Ik:r- I 2 3 4 5 X 

nf.rui'lh· h(JlJ,J'{H'9u,,;, ou9"vt·'} ;JC nOl·(j-)· 

nt/oom} n.'/'· t'\aom"'ao t".j·,~.~: J?,.V·'i/:\ ! 

33 V'I"P<'l'l'rD" ) ouu,tYfP',r WI.IUD· O'I'lIlOO')' I 2 3 4 5 X 

I).',,'" {'ououf'lfl "IP .. ;hf}·'} ).',CDfI]A , 

34 hl'P6-OJ' .'C "}')Vr)' .r~'rOJ· /Pt·$D ··)'·} I 2 3 4 5 X 

h?~6,OJ' !i.llmOJ· ,('hciaJ·Cit.\. 1 n'I'!imOJ- I' 'I.I ~ 

·I.r.·n 0"'1.6.1'I·IOJ- I).',,'" !icr· t'\ull(.J;),l fl ,e/pt· /:\ :: 
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APPENIX 3.1- Frequency distribution of the responses the purpose, administration, and face-to
face evaluation. 

No Statement SA A UD D SD 
Purpose 

1 To decide on instructors' sa lary increment, promotion and reward for 52 47 26 15 13 
effective instructors. 

2 To identify incompetent instructors so that to arrange in-service tra ining. 36 38 41 18 20 
3 To identify incompetent instructors so as to dismiss them. 14 16 42 50 31 
4 To improve the quality of instruction. 72 39 20 13 9 
5 To stimulate profess ional growth and development. 58 56 10 21 8 

Administration 
6 Instructor evaluation takes place during the last two or three weeks of the 44 31 36 23 19 

semester. 
7 Students are allowed adequate time to complete the evaluation form. 32 55 12 30 24 
8 Students are allowed to direct the teaching methods of their instructors 26 33 31 49 14 

and suggest improvements. 
9 The instmctor who is being evaluated leaves the room when students are 66 40 29 15 3 

completing his/her evaluation. 
10 Faculties show strong interest to keep the evaluation forms 111 a 54 41 31 17 10 

confidential manner. 
Face-to-face evaluation 

11 Feedback to the instructor from face-ta-face evolution can enhance the 29 46 40 18 20 
relationship between the instmctor and shldents. 

12 Face-to-face evo lution has a positive impact on teaching-learning 36 48 34 20 15 
process . 

13 Face-ta-face evolution enables instructors to correct their weaknesses by 39 45 38 18 13 
providing feedback. 
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APPENIX 3.2- Frequency distribution of the responses regarding students', colleagues' , and 
department heads ' evaluation. 

No Statement SA A UD D SD 
Students' Eva luations 

I Students' evaluations are highly influenced by received or expected 6 13 10 53 71 
grade. 

2 Students ' evaluations are based on the instructors' personality rather 10 22 35 46 40 
than competence. 

3 Students give high rating to courses with lower standards. 3 18 75 37 20 
4 Students do not have experience and competence to evaluate their 18 50 3 1 25 29 

instructors. 
5 Students' evaluation of instmctors' performance negatively affect 7 5 1 4 1 28 26 

instructor-student relationship. 
Colleagues' Evaluations 

6 Colleagues ' evaluation is based on the instructors' personality rather 5 58 29 42 19 
than performance. 

7 Colleagues have limited opportunity to obtain all necessary 9 43 26 57 18 
information about the instmctors. 

8 Colleagues' evaluation is not based on the classroom observation. 42 84 18 6 3 
9 Colleagues are the not right persons to evaluate instmctors ' 33 44 38 25 13 

performance. 
Department heads' Eva luations 

10 Department heads' evaluation is based on the instructors' personality 15 53 28 40 17 
rather than perfomlance. 

11 Department heads have limited opportunity to obtain all necessary t 3 49 22 60 9 
information about the insh·uctors. 

12 Department ht::i1us' evaluation is not based on the classroom 6 17 15 95 20 
observation. 

13 Department heads are the not right persons to evaluate instructors' 50 41 35 19 8 
perfomlance. 
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APPENDIX 3-3. Frequency di stribution of the responses about rating questionnaires of the 
current faculty teaching performance evaluation. 

A \ppropnateness 
To what extent the item is 

,/, .. ~ \' uo'19°'}o,?.f (TOot.C-}- appropriate? 
a I b c I d e 

Students Rating Form 

1 \'+,w {'}9"UC} UDI.:'!9)··)"·~i nrllJf1l" '9U PfH '9U t ,t\ j 6 9 27 57 54 

2 ntil/.I'\fq:rm· t. " "ifP',Y. {V"l.m.<.I'f1tt· rl~J'·': ::IJ :r "'Ulri"? nlf ~ rfU'i 'IJ!: (P.? .e,f\(lIA l - 9 21 62 61 
fl"'I.YmflFl :O)· &.",l.ifV :)"· " ' I'uum', 'l.IL ,eouJ': 'lt\. ! 

3 p" , P'C'jo). "h'lt'r)" ; n"'I.f'lrw· P", 9'""I~C I,CI,f'r'l· MOl'! M '"Vt ?' :)'o?" 5 4 26 37 81 
'/"In.W· ') h,ne f,I\"IA j 
Colleagues Rating Form 

4 nh<j:ll· r"'I.!lrn..). ') rt.'I·" 'nfl")' I'ill.,v,:/:/n .ot- P:/av'7mIA" 11 10 34 35 63 

5 t'fl°"'!. ·r; /PI,. p.·/·n'lA i hilI,. 'In.r.t(l 'I; .oe r ,/·lIrnw·') rl>ov: /; P'I,. IIl·nMI 12 9 20 45 67 
n-I" lO,lD- J'h(iW·C;t\ : : 

6 ' /" "It?':)'- ' ) {)(''/. '7uu,?9t1(l ·) · 11.1.'" W7A~' p(H' 9nrr l(.\ l · "
fI11t fP'r '} 01-" t· :':(1]'('- 7 10 29 30 77 

n','a.1,Q"'1,l. oNn.;) ·:r:ro· J'fl l I,f:C\$D flmVI 'i'P.'r)· J!,'/uo01O?t.\ :: 

7 rl,At'A'; oum'1' alp,?" rt\,Il"T I,.".'ill"ir o~ ')' ,/·ifr 'IlloUII") .l'.'l' t-A' 18 13 23 34 65 
Department Heads Rating Form 

8 '/""IM" 'r·') l')'v.{,IltNI:I'I; '/d'C P.r.C,?A i 6 6 52 34 56 

9 '/·OVt?"j'· \:1(11// / 0 0'1 (]'D·n ')"; 11P .. W,/A~' ,(' ')1'9''''1£\ i '/·"vt?'T·) np' t ·:I~ m·ci 6 - 39 37 71 
n·, ,(J,1.'l'T' (JJ 'm,:J':r ~m' J' tt"g: f:\ $)J W"1.'I '1'(I?'d· r..'/01)'?("1t.\ 1 

10 PM'/: 9"h'},p ·}· rj {'t!(j;t\ ~~"6.m· ~j'(D")' {' O'l,J'{)"'9"cn:," } rh'I'A II~ ')' 7 18 25 33 70 
M',IlW-'I'?" j MIl-/' 'IA <j:?" j hh<j:A M',,/,CY" i 

11 (,·11·') f'oD'I?"'I?" j \' 1\,1\.: .)'- ') {' I .JJt · '11.;+''- (/l·rn,.)· {'an? f)" 'I?" ; nll,llo> ,)'- 6 - 32 63 52 
{' uU'I?"'1?" Il-'I.:J· qlJ,n')'Ij' '7>',,:)"- oul1J1/~ 'i J!..·"nl\t.\ i 

12 .<' MJ-'I -)0,:, ). n"?A~S n,/·'tn.w· u"~'lh 'I.~, f 'rCQA j 13 7 30 50 53 

Code: More lnappropriate=a 
Appropriate=d 

lnappropriate=b Undecided=c 
More Appropriate=e 

Usefulness 
To what extent the item 

,/ ... ~ {' UO 'I9'h /"'J •. e cTVll&.C·)' is useful? 
a b c I d e 

Students Rating Form 

1 NM r ·)·y"UC·)· ont :",?"r·') n" nrn '/'?" PIl ·/·ynt·A' - 4 38 55 56 

2 nOV.llfll'l'rv· t .'/"'Y'T 1l" ,/,mfl' ll!l· 'I',l"/:!"T "'I.'I'o"'P' nil", on')'I ._: 'P,? ,e,ll fl IA i - 6 39 44 64 
nOl'J.fo01TW· &,"'(ifD',)'- r ·"l.fOrn'/ lib X.ulI,I?,,'llA ! 

3 /-,"/ ;-oct } -). lltJqt~} (i fl(J'1.P lWCf}· /-,.1', ?""lllC (ICll""!', · lttW)' i t'\ ·,,(J'l tfDT?" 3 - 35 34 81 
,/·'m.OF) tl'llC ,e llt1JA i 
Colleagues Rating Form 

4 flh(j':. t!· r (lIl,(lfn' } '; {'t. ",Cj -fl :}' } l i'itt .. P,, ' I:/O .?t· ,e 'lml,? ll l/(.\ :: 14 7 46 27 59 

5 ~'p°'1:I; /-U (' . .I'.,/·n'lA 1 hilt· ~M.l~ '/ ; .oC \" /'III1lOl"} {' p l/'/, "; P't· IIl 'nIl'll 15 9 30 32 67 
n" '10.01· Ph' j01·(jt.\: : 

6 '1'(1'} t JIJ :)"-'} r{1'/, '/uo",?"n ·/' n $.' .. f1"7A?' .e{)·"?"('lt.\ i ·,,(}Ilt9' :r'· j np.J(.·:I:QJ, lj 12 8 38 24 71 
n·"('};)"l"J.1 • m'rn.;J·:I:m· Pt\(l ,~· t.\ $D W/'l.Wicr,'r) · f..'Juo'7°'}t.\ :: 

7 ~1 (lI~flt.\(i f7ll(ll'l' my.?" W'I,t\"i " /,.r.'jl!:h' 6Y,~', ·,,'/:rr I'tflanU"} .e '1'(.. /,\ : 13 12 32 30 66 
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To what extent the item 

',','" 1'(If)<,r;U'I"'/ . .c' onflt.C·)· is usefu l? 
a b c d e 

Department Heads Rating Form 

8 """11.$1':)"-') /'}Y. Mt..~"1.''''' ·,,·,·c -"1'.C?tI i 4 10 47 48 44 

9 ",(I'ltfD'r rU'I. '}UD'" (IU ·n·)· '} Ii.e., n'7MI' J'fl'l'9"nltl ' ",till t::n:r. 'i np~t·:I : (lJ·Cj 2 I 36 46 68 
n·/'tJ.1. 'l"J;t' m·(fl.;J·~!Ol· Pt'lll.f!:AfP fl f1l/.W;'P,'r)· ~'larJ"I(J'lt:\ 1 

10 .1'110'1: 9·'lf}P'}"i Yh',:tI ;)~t.,m· 1\$'111' ;" ('If1/ . .t'{} ·,'?"cn·) "} l'h~:tI 11'\ ')' - 5 46 24 78 
ltg,nOl·"}'?" l lIP{H·t\t.\ fj~9" 1 hh(j~t\ hy,"'C?" l 

11 tN) ('(flJ'19"'I9" j f fI,fI" :r··) f'P't· -O:)" ) '("j m'IIl,')' '~{J'l1 '19° '19" l nfl.tl--T 9 - 45 33 66 
(' {fi)19U 'I?O (/.",;). no·n·)·". "} J' .. ;J' uuU",··) .t',"'n~tI i 

12 -"flm··) ,j't,;J' fl"/t.\?,·'j n·,·.,n.OJ· 011 ,P: l. h t'j}!. J""C'ltl i 7 30 50 58 
8 

A r bTt 'ppnca I ny 

"','" rOiJ'I?n'l 'J'l.f' onllt.C·}· To what extent the item is 
applicable? 
a .lb c d e 

Students Rating Form 

1 I'·' ·flr. f ')'9"UC')' lTI1t,X{p:):r·'} fl(forTl'/'?" J'iH'9"/t·t.\ i 
15 14 89 24 J2 

2 ll'''l. II nl 'I' OJ· &,"'CifJJ:r. fI"'IJIV'tItI · '1',("1: $I}")"' "'UK'!? flU", (Fo'i '/ ,V: q' ? 
4 23 51 47 28 ,(',0"1/.\ ! fI "'I..I'OJnl'fOJ· &." "i !p:r \' ,,'oum', 1.11. j!,uoK'f\/.\ 1 

3 P" , F'C'}')' ~.h~ t '''''· r, n"'u~ I' OJ· 1"", 9""I'lC I.C/.,P'':'' MOJ' ; 
12 9 6 1 25 46 tl·,, 01lt?J"f?" ""/0.0"-) h·nC ,('.(1"ltI ! 

Colleagues Rating Form 

4 nh<i:fI· 1''''I.lIm..)- ·) \' /..""r' ·n .. + Ififl.,v,: ,:IO?t· Y,'/ou'')f1IIA: : 
29 15 67 22 20 

5 {'n l"l. 'f; P'('· g.1'n~tI i MI.· ~M.ln'l' ? C {""om(IJ"i {'nall.'I; p.J(, . 
II 16 65 34 27 

IMIMI n·,· ·/O.OJ· .PII~· OJ·". tI " 

6 .,.o~t?':)'··) {'("I, 'lull '??Un" , II? .. n'7M.- ,f'(}·"90fl ]t.\ 1 '' ''"It>,'T') 
18 13 59 2 1 42 

nF',H:Ol.r, n · '·r.rJ.~"l." OJ·m.;)' :fOJ· .r tII •. ~· tI$I' n"'J.lI'i'p.'':'· g,'I,ro'7"'1A" 

7 {"lAnA'; rl°m1 .... o>y.9" ftl.fI .. :r M:I'11f' 6~:r- '1"/1f' ~lIuuU") ,t'.'1'(,·tI: 
19 26 62 22 24 

Department Heads Rating Form 

8 "''''It?':r') ~l·}J'. ('{M.~·I.)·" ·",,·c .('.'.C?tI i 
15 10 77 25 26 

9 '' ' '''It?'T' {''''J,1ou'7 rllI ,n" " } II? .. 0'7M.- NI'I,y"nltl i .,.o·lt?'T·, 
14 9 64 30 36 

n/).'6·:fm·(j n" 'm,fl6J;t' (D'(1l, :)·rm· .PflM:tI$I' n 0''1. W; 'I!'ri' Y, 'lou'71/ '11:\. j 

10 1'lIn,,: 9U h,,(","i \'htf:(.\ ;)~MD' <'I .('m")' l'O'I.m"'?"Cn .). ') Vh'i'tI iI'}')' 
9 25 60 29 30 

(l.e,oOJ·1~9"' l M'iI-I·~tI":9n ; 1I11.,:tI l,gA'CY"i 

11 &-11· ') {'uu19"'1?" i f fI.tI--T ') {' I..J.'/r M+r, OJ·m .. )· {' lJlJ'19"'J')" j ntl.fI"·-j'-
II 22 58 3 1 3 1 

{'rID19"'19" u·'.;)· uu·n ·)· ~· '?Y .. ;J· uuU",··) .e,,"n~tI i 

12 J'IIOJ") ,),t.,;J' 1l'7AlIS n.,..IO.O)· onp:t.h 'l,e ,r"'CllA i 
20 9 63 37 24 
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